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Doors closed
for Senate
deliberations

State begins
new program
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture is starting a heifer
replacement program with plans
for a series of public sales.
The goal is to improve genetics in beef cattle and make
the stock available to a greater
number of producers, Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray
Smith said in a statement.
A schedule of sales has not
been completed. There are to
be two levels of entry — select
and premium — for sale consignors.
Heifers in select consignments must be bred to bulls
with known "expected progeny
differences," or EDPs. Premium heifers must have been
sired by bulls with known EDPs,
the statement said.
All information must be provided at time of sale. Vaccination
requirements must be met and
ownership restrictions apply, the
statement said.

Aircraft
fire on
Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
the first time in several days,
U.S. aircraft fired weapons at
two air defense sites in Iraq today
after encountering some Iraqi
violations in the southern "nofly" zone, Pentagon officials said.
The were no reports of activity over the northern zone,
although patrols also were conducted there.
Defense
Department
spokesman Bryan Whitman said
U.S. pilots fired precision guided weapons at air defense sites
near Talil, about 170 miles southeast of Baghdad, and near An
Najaf, about 100 miles south
of Baghdad.
He said no coalition aircraft
were damaged in the encounters and that damage assessments of the Iraqi targets were
incomplete.
Whitman had no immediate
information on how many U.S.
planes were involved in the incidents over the south.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Judge David Buckingham, center, presides over a state Court of Appeals case Tuesday in the
county's judicial building.

Appeals panel hears cases
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
An unprecedented day of jurisprudence in Calloway
County might set a precedent on the issue of a healthcare worker who filed a workers' compensation claim
after contracting the AIDS virus.
The state Court of Appeals judges, including Murray
native David Buckingham, heard the appeal of the case
Tuesday at the county judicial building, marking the first
time the floating three-judge panel has set up shop locally.
Buckingham presided over the only other case - WalMart vs. Lyons - heard Tuesday in the domestic courtroom of the judicial building.
A third case, involving land condemnation in Henderson County, was settled out of court last Friday, he
said.
Rulings in both cases likely will be made within 60
days, Buckingham said. If the AIDS case sets a precedent, it will probably be published in law books and
other texts, he said.
Judge Thomas Emberton of Edmonton, with Bucking-

ham and Rick Johnson of Symsonia as associate judges,
presided over Barren River District Health Department
vs. Hussey.
Efficiency is the name of the game in appeals cases.
Attorneys get 15 minutes each to present oral arguments to back up briefs they filed with the court. Attorneys for the appealing party go first and can use some
of their 15 minutes to rebut the other side's arguments.
Tuesday's cases started promptly, but attorneys in both
cases received extra time because of frequent questions
from the judges.
That is known as a "hot bench," according to public
defender Gail Cook, one of two dozen or so spectators
who came and went during Tuesday's proceedings.
All but Buckingham questioned attorneys in the case
involving Rebecca Jane Hussey, a nurse and home healthcare specialist for Barren River who died Feb. 4, 1996,
from AIDS-related complications.
Hussey, who claimed to have become infected after a

• See Page 2

By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With the television cameras
turned off and the public galleries emptied of spectators
and reporters, senators are rising to speak, one by one,
in a what a participant describes as dignified debate over
whether President Clinton should remain in office.
The leadoff speaker during Tuesday's closed impeachment deliberations — the first for a president in 131
years — immediately disclosed his intentions.
"The president should be removed from office for
obstruction of justice," said Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash.,
who released his remarks following the four-hour session.
On the other impeachment article, which charges Clinton
committed perjury before a federal grand jury, Gorton
said, "Although the president lied, this specific case of
perjury does not rise to a level requiring removal."
Senators were resuming their closed deliberations today,
and likely would continue Thursday, arguing the evidence
as if the outcome was still in doubt in a trial now in
its fifth week.
In fact, senators from both parties acknowledge Clinton is assured of acquittal because the two-thirds m4rgin
for conviction cannot be attained.
For days, senators have been forecasting a stronger
conviction vote on the obstruction-of-justice article than
on a perjury count that might not attain even a majority.
Once the closed deliberations end, the Senate will convene again in open session and formally vote on the two
articles of impeachment, likely Thursday or Friday.
If Clinton is acquitted as expected, several Republicans expressed a willingness Tuesday to end the impeachment ordeal without further action — leaving it to historians, rather than a Senate censure, to judge his efforts

• See Page 2

Fire defendants to
be tried together
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Four people accused of misdemeanor offenses related to the
Sept. 18 Hester Residential College fire will be tried together, a
judge ruled Tuesday following a
pretrial conference in Calloway District Court.
Judge Leslie Furches, who has
scheduled trial dates for May 2021, also slated another pretrial conference for May 4 for Jeremy Baker,
John (J.J.) Haney, Brian Levine
and Fred McGrath.
They are charged with one count
each of falsely reporting an incident, a misdemeanor that carries

a maximum penalty of up to one
year in prison.
They allegedly called a fourthfloor resident in Hester and warned
him there was a fire outside his
room just hours before a blaze killed
one student and seriously injured
another.
Haney and Levine, who are represented by Murray attorney Rick
Lamlcin, were the only two present at Tuesday's proceedings.
Lamkin's partner, Steve Vidmer, represents McGrath; Gary
Haverstock of Murray represents
Baker.
None of the attorneys filed
motions requesting separate trials.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
pamphlets that will be provided
to women who are seeking an
abortion were approved by a legislative subcommittee after abortion opponents said their objections could wait until the 2000
General Assembly.
Abortion opponents said they
want more in the materials —
containing information on services to pregnant women, and on
fetal development — including
information about the possible
physical and emotional side effects
of abortion.
The Cabinet for Health Services said the 1998 law that forces
women to wait 24 hours from the
time they contact a provider before
they can obtain an abortion does
not specify that information be
provided about health risks in the
materials. Doctors who are required
to counsel women seeking an abortion are supposed to discuss health
risks.
Dr. Steve Armstrong of Elizabethtown, who is Kentucky chairman of the College of Obstetricians and Gynecology, said it would
be a mistake for the state to get
into specifics about that health
discussion.
"It would be a mistake for it
to be put down in stone," Armstrong said.

Sen. Dick Roeding, R-Fort
Mitchell, asked that the cabinet
provide more information about a
wide variety of medical and psychological risks he said could
accompany an abortion, such as a
link to breast cancer.
Armstrong said repeated studies have shown no reasonable connection between a woman having
an abortion having a higher risk
of breast cancer.
One of the pamphlets approved
Tuesday provides a wide array of
public and private services that
may be available to pregnant
women, from community mental
health centers to child support and
legal aid. The other includes graphic information about fetal development, including photographs.
Dr. Rice Leach, commissioner
of the state department of public
health, said the pamphlets would
be available as soon as they could
be printed.
Margie Montgomery, executive
director of Kentucky Right To
Life, said the pamphlet should
include more phone numbers, especially for a central Kentucky chapter of her organization.
Abortion opponents wanted
more detailed information about
agencies and organizations that
provide alternatives to abortion to
pregnant women.

Whitfield
'rep in
Pamphlets approved
Murray without opposition
Michael Pape, field representative for U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, will be in Murray
Thursday to assist Calloway
County residents with problems they may have with Social
Security, Medicare, veterans'
benefits or any other federal
agency.
Pape will be in the lobby
of the Calloway County Judicial Building from 10 to 11
a.m.
Call 1-800-328-5629 for
more information.
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Tonight.. Becoming partly
cloudy. Low around 60. South
wind 10 mph.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy. A
50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Breezy.
High 65 to 70.
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EDDIE SHERIDANLedger & Times photo
Rep. Brian Crall, left, speaks- with Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins, Mayor
Freed Curd and Kenny Roth before Tuesday's YMCA meeting.

YMCA full of plans
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Although the lease on the Five
Points YMCA facility runs out
in June, and the building has
already been sold, YMCA officials are full of plans for the future.
"We're already doing some
great work in the community,
but I really feel that we can do
so much more," said Dean Ehrenheim, chief executive officer of
the Murray Family YMCA. "This
is just the tip of the iceberg."
Ehrenheim also said that he
and Murray State University President Kern Alexander have discussed a possible campus location for the YMCA. but no plans'
have yet been made.
The meeting centered around
the possibility of having a fullfacility YMCA and included a
five-minute video featuring a computer-generated virtual tour of the
proposed YMCA health and wellness center that would be constructed in the Glendale Road area.

Kentucky Rep. Brian Crall, a
former MSU graduate and CEO
for the Owensboro Family YMCA,
insisted that the proposed center
could become a reality.
"When I took over the Owensboro program. we had a $130,000
deficit and $90,000 in outstanding payments," he said. "You can
have a small beginning and still
finish beyond what you imagine."
Crall pointed out that the
Owensboro program now has
approximately 7,800 members and
has had 14 consecutive balanced
budgets.
He also emphasized that the
Murray program must continue
to push for change in the com4
munity.
"I know there's been a lot of
discussion about building," Crall
said. "We can't get caught up in
just talking about that next step."
Crall praised the efforts of Murray volunteers and identified them
as a major component in the suc.

cess of Murray's program.
"I probably get one phone call
a month from a small community who wants a YMCA program," he said. "The difference
between the ones that fail and
the ones that succeed is the volunteers."
Crall also discussed specific
goals that he used for success
with the Owensboro program and
explained why the YMCA means
so much to him personally.
"I see guys making corporate
salaries playing basketball with
guys who haven't worked in five
months," he said. "The YMCA
is a unique common ground. I've
chosen a life of serving nonprofit agencies because I believe
that's where I can make the most
difference."
Tuesday's gathering marked the
first annual meeting the Murray
YMCA has had in some time.
"We're supposed to do this

III See Page 2
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
THINKING AHEAD: Stephanie Miller talks with Camp Latonka staff member Verla Shaw about
summertime job opportunities during Tuesday's Summer Job Fair in the Curris Center.

• Senate ...
From Page 1

believes a censure violates the
Constitution.
to cover up an extramarital affair
Craig said the closed-door
with former White House intern
speeches "are not all ... dynamMonica Lewinsky.
ic," and about four or five senaThe censure idea is "a rose that
tors asked questions of their colis beginning to wilt," said Sen.
leagues such as "Why do you
Larry Craig, R-Idaho, a member
believe that?" or "Where did you
of the Senate Republican leaderfind that" in the trial record?
ship. Some Democrats, he said,
"Many aspects of the case are
want a censure because they're
being discussed," he said.
"seeking cover" for their expectIn all, 18 senators spoke the
ed acquittal votes.
first day. Republicans alternating
However, a censure resolution
with Democrats.
— either immediately following
"People are very respectful of
the trial or later — remained a one another.
It's a very dignified
possibility because Republican
climate," said Sen. Paul Wellstone,
opposition was being countered by a
Minnesota Democrat.
support from most Democrats aht
As the Senate debated his fate,
a handful of GOP senators.
Clinton traveled to western VirSen. Kay Bailey Hutchison, R
ginia for a private meeting with
Texas, said the proposal "is wanHouse Democrats holding their
ing as an option — alive but on
annual retreat.
life support." But Sen. John Chafee,
Rep. Robert Menendez of New
R-R.I., cautioned that "No one
Jersey, a member of the House
should be compiling a dirge over
Democratic leadership, said the
censure; if anything, I believe we
president never overtly mentioned
are picking up support on the both
impeachment. But, "He said,
sides of the aisle."
'Thank you for all the support
But to have a such a measure
you've given me over time, going
considered in the 100-member Senback to 1993, and I'm committed
ate, supporters would need 60 votes
to you in your efforts to achieve
to hurdle an expected stalling action
a majority" in the elections in 2000.
by Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, the
With the Senate galleries cleared,
leading opponent of a censure. He

and House prosecutors and presidential lawyers barred, the first
day of deliberations lasted from
1:52 p.m. until 6:27 p.m., with
one short break.

needle used in a blood draw from
a patient cut the skin on her leg,
filed for workers' compensation
benefits before her death.
Her family has been awarded
$14,000 in funeral and death benefits; Barren River is appealing
that award.
Tom Ferreri, a Louisville attorney representing Barren River,
argued Hussey failed to report the
incident in a, timely manner, as
required by law.
Hussey was diagnosed with the
disease in January 1995, but didn't notify Barren River until July
of that year, Ferreri argued.
An infectious diseases specialist who treated Hussey testified
Hussey had HIV since 1993, when
the needle incident reportedly happened.
"If she had the (needle) stick
in 1993 and she notified her
employer in July of 1995, I don't
know if that's timely," Ferreri said
after the hearing.
He also has said medical records
suggest Hussey, who had been
diagnosed with mental problems,
may have been despondent and
deliberately stuck herself. An
administrative law judge and the
Workers' Compensation Board
shunned that claim in finding for
Hussey's family.
"This wasn't a gradual buildup. She was injured, if, in fact,
she was stuck," Ferreri said.
But a build-up is what Ken-

neth Smart, a Leitchfield attorney
representing
Hussey's family,
argued.
When or where the fatal infection happened is unknown, Smart
said.
"I can tell you it happened on
the job. It's no different from the
coal miner who is exposed to the
coal dust," said Smart, noting
Hussey worked in an "increasedrisk environment."
Judge Emberton, though, said
a miner is in an environment that
directly causes his condition and
that he could escape it.
"Just working in that condition
doesn't expose her to the virus,"
Emberton said. He also said the
legal definition of an occupational disease, which is what Smart
is claiming Hussey contracted,
appears to back him up.
"It's a tough question," Emberton said.
"You just can't equate employment with the condition." Ferreri
said in his rebuttal.
In Tuesday's other case, Matt
Baker of Bowling Green said in
his representation of Wal-Mart that
a monetary award by a Warren
Circuit Court jury to a woman
injured in one of its stores should
be overturned.
The woman, Alene Lyons, had
to have two vertebrae fused because
of the accident.
She injured her back again a
few months later while helping
her elderly husband, who had fall-

en, and had to have a second surgery in which two other vertebrae
were fused.
The surgeries created stress
between the two injured areas,
requiring a third operation to join
the two fused areas. The jury
awarded her $60,000 for medical
expenses for the third surgery, Baker
said.
"It is Wal-Mart's contention that
that breaks the chain," Baker
argued.
If it weren't for the second surgery, caused when Lyons was helping her husband, the third surgery
would be unneeded, Baker said.
Baker also argued Lyons, who
was the defendant in an unrelated civil suit about the same time.
was declared incompetent to participate. He questioned why she
was able kr participate in one case
but not the other.
"In other words, she's running
hot and cold," Baker said.
Baker also said he was unable
to cross-examine Lyons at the circuit trial about her 1980 claim
that she was 100 percent disabled,
then claimed in 1994 that she was
losine waees from work.
Kurt Maier, a Bowling Green
attorney representing Lyons, said
she helped her husband run a small
restaurant.
Maier also argued that the first
surgery necessitated the third one
and that her treatment for her first
injury prevented her from being a
participant in the second lawsuit.

"The YMCA is run and ruled
by the board of directors," said
Ehrenheim. "It is always very
important to recognize the board
for their efforts."
Ehrenheim presented plaques to
retiring board members Wells,
Annazette Fields and Alexander.
Even though Alexander, who

did not attend the meeting, is leaving the board. Ehrenheim said that
relations with MSU will not suffer because of it.
"Dr. Alexander has always been
very supportive of the YMCA and
all its programs,- Ehrenheim said.
"We still plan to have regular talks
with him."

•Pamphlets
From Page 1
While there are 52 telephone
numbers contained in the handbook on "Available Resources for
Pregnant Women," abortion foes
said addresses should be included. And opponents said telephone
numbers for every adoption agency
and pregnanty crisis center should
be included.

From Page 1

every year," said Ehrenheim. "You
might say this is our first annual
meeting."
Bill Wells, who is stepping down
from the YMCA board, kicked off
the meeting by announcing that
this year's United Way agencies'
fund drive raised $25,000 more
The cabinet said it plans to cre- than last year's.
Ehrenheim also recognized the
ate a site on the World Wide Web
efforts
of the YMCA board and
that would contain specific matestaff
members,
awarding them a
rials that could be more easily
updated. The cabinet said adding special YMCA pin.
all the requested material would
increase the cost of producing the
booklet and the information could
become outdated quickly.
Montgomery said the rules were
A cutline in Saturday's newssupposed to be in place by Jan.
1 and she said it was important paper failed to include that Murray Cablecomm and South Cento get them in place.
tral Bell also assisted in moving
a house from Poplar Street.

CLARIFICATION

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 4:
1-6-2-5
Cash 5:
9-13-19-24-34

Sponsored by:

Cash Quest:
19-34-54-64
Pick 3:
4- I -2

Shell

Patton hosts former
Kentucky governors
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Others in attendance were WenThere was a historic dinner party dell Ford, 1971-74; Julian Carroll,
at the Governor's Mansion Tues- who finished Ford's term when he
day night with eight one-time res- went to the U.S. Senate and served
idents , of the chief executive's until 1979; John Y. Brown Jr.,
Muse gathering at request of the 1979-83; Martha Layne Collins,
1983-87; and Brereton Jones, 1991incumbent.
95. Only Wallace Wilkinson, 1987Gov. Paul Patton said he want91, declined the invitation because
ed to meet informally with his
he was out of state.
predecessors to get a historical
The fare was pretty high brow,
perspective on what might be ahead
including consomme with wild
for him in a second term. Patton
mushroom tortellini, green apple
is the first governor in 200 years
sorbet in herb tuiles, filet of beef
who is eligible to seek a second
in port and juniper berry sauce
four-year term and he has only nomand jeweled chess tans for dessert
inal opposition for re-election.
The governors gathered in the
The veteran of the group was ballroom to pose for pictures before
Edward "Ned" Breathitt, who dinner, joined by current first lady
served from 1963 to 1967. Louie Judi Patton. Mrs. Patton joked
Nunn, who succeeded Breathitt, is there was some confusion over
actually older by a few months, who answered when someone called
though he and Breathitt are both out for the governor. "They all
74.
dos she said.
MURRAY
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NEW LOCATION
Veterinary Medical Center
212 South 12th St.• Murray
(Across From Sonic Drive-In)

753-7011

Dr. Jeannine Buchanan

ANNOUNCING
The Opening Of

NURSE PRACTMONER
SATURDAY CLINIC
Kathleen Farrell
MS, CCRN,CS ARNP

39allery Ofgum ce

gam/lanai Grafts

113 South 4th Street
Murray, KY
40
40 40 440 40 410,40 40 41 40 40 40 40 40 41 410 40 40 40 40 40

Appointmenis & Walk-Ins
Aceepted
• Annual History and Physicals
• Management of Minor Acute
Illness
• Management and Follow-Up of
Chronic Medicine Conditions
• Patient Education and
Counselling

767-0004
205 South 8th Street • Murray

MEDICARE AND BLUE CROSS PROVIDER
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AROUND THE NATION
Trooper suspended with pay
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. (AP) — A Kentucky State Police
trooper is suspended with pay pending an internal investigation
into allegations he received compensation for referring accident
victims to an attorney, a KSP spokesman said.
Trooper Ray Howard has been under suspension with pay since
December, when the internal affairs investigation began, according
to Lt. Kevin Payne, commander of the Kentucky State Police's
Public Affairs Branch in Frankfort.
Howard, a nine-year state police veteran, was unavailable for
comment.
Payne said the complaint against Howard was brought by Capt.
Linda Smith, commander of the Bowling Green post. The investigation is being handled by the state police's Frankfort-based
internal affairs section.
Smith did not immediately return a call to the Bowling Green
post.
Payne said the allegations involve "administrative problems,"
and it does not appear any laws have been violated.
"It's more an internal problem within the state police," Payne
said.

School system to eliminate positions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Pike County school system
plans to eliminate about 20 employees, mostly teachers and aides,
to balance its budget.
The district began the school year $268,304 in the red. It would
end the year with a budget cushion of about $1 million under the
plan approved by the Kentucky Board of Education on Tuesday.
Eight and a half teaching positions would be cut, as would 10
teacher's aides. One $60,000-a-year supervisor's position would be
eliminated in the central office, as would a $45,000-a-year vice
principalship.
In addition, two maintenance employees who retired will not
be replaced, saving $65,000, according to the plan.

Holding company to buy bank
CINCINNATI (AP) — Fifth Third Bancorp has received approval
from the Federal Reserve Bank to buy a suburban savings and
loan bank.
That clears Fifth Third, a Cincinnati-based bank holding company, to buy Enterprise Federal Bancorp Inc. and its subsidiary,
Enterprise Federal Savings Bank, management announced Tuesday.
The thrift is based in West Chester, about 15 miles north of
Cincinnati.
Terms were not disclosed.
Enterprise has $544 million in assets and 11 locations.
Fifth Third has two other pending acquisitions: Ashland Bankshares Inc., the parent company of Bank of Ashland in Ashland,
Ky., and South Florida Bank Holding Corporation, a parent of
South Florida Bank based in Fort Myers, Florida.
Fifth Third hopes to close the deals during the second quarter.
The company has $28.9 billion in assets and operates 12 affiliate banks, including the flagship Fifth Third Bank of Cincinnati.
The parent company has banking operations in parts of Ohio,
Kentucky, Indiana, Florida and Arizona.

New program operates at a profit
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP) — Hardin Memorial Hospital's
new open heart program spun a potential loss into a $250,000
profit over its first year in existence.
Figures were released Monday by Dr. William DeVries, who is
giving up the directorship because Hardin County officials terminated his contract. He provided the figures in a report to Hardin
Fiscal Court.
A county-commissioned study done two years before the program started projected open-heart surgeries would lose close to $1
million annually in the first five years.
Since January 1998, DeVries and former partner Dennis Vaughan performed 171 surgeries, including a dozen so far this year.
DeVries expects about the same number of surgeries to be performed by year's end.
The two doctors split in November, citing differences.

Falwell'outs' Teletubbie
ROANOKE, Va. (AP) — Is
Tinky Winky gay?
The Rev. Jerry Falwell suspects
so, telling parents that the purple
"Teletubbies" character from the
popular children's television show
is a homosexual role model.

Falwell contends the "subtle
depictions" are intentional and in
a statement issued Tuesday said,
"As a Christian I feel that role
modeling the gay lifestyle is damaging to the moral lives of children."

Under a headline that reads
"Parents Alert: Tinky Winky Comes
Out of the Closet," an article in
the February edition of the National Liberty Journal notes that Tinky
Winky has the voice of a boy yet
carries a purse.
"He is purple — the gay-pride
color; and his antenna is shaped
like a triangle — the gay-pride
symbol," the story said. The paper
is edited and published by Falwell.

A spokesman for Itsy Bitsy
Entertainment Co., which licenses
the Teletubbies in the United States,
said that what Falwell's newspaper described as a purse is actually Tinky Winky's magic bag.
"The fact that he carries a magic
bag doesn't make him gay," Steve
Rice said. It's a children's show,
folks. To think we would be putting sexual innuendo in a children's show is kind of outlandish."
The British show aimed at tod-

dlers began airing on U.S. public
television stations last spring and
is now as popular as Barney, a
singing dinosaur who also happens to be purple.
The Teletubbies are portrayed
by actors in oversized, brightly
colored costumes. They all have
television screens on their tummies and, according to the story
line, live in a superdome hidden
in the hills.

ing "something sweet and innocent" to further his conservative
political agenda. "To out a Teletubby in a preschool show is kind
of sad on his part. I really find
it absurd and kind of offensive,"
he said.
Falwell's spokeswoman, Laura
Swickard, said the founder of the
now-defunct Moral Majority agreed
with everything that was in the
NU article and would not comment beyond his one-paragraph
Other than Tinky Winky, the statement.
troupe features Dipsy in green,
In 1997, Falwell urged GenerLaa-Laa in orange and Po in red. al Motors, Chrysler and
Johnson
The Teletubbies dance, sing and & Johnson to withdraw
their sponshare "bi-i-ig hugs" beneath a radi- sorship of an episode of the sitant sun emblazoned with the face com "Ellen" when the lead charof a laughing infant.
acter announced her homosexualRice said Falwell was attack- ity.

Hospital close to agreement
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
PineLake Regional Hospital and
Bluegrass Family Health are talking, for the first time since July
31, about an agreement allowing
Bluegrass customers to be treated
by Mayfield physicians and
PineLake.
As negotiations resumed Monday, the company offered an explanation for the dispute that arose
after state employees received
wrong information regarding which
Mayfield physicians were part of
the Bluegrass network.
Chief Operating Officer Karen
Bornhauser said the information
got out because of a company
mistake and a series of misunderstandings.
State employees were forced to
sign up with new health insurance
carriers by Dec. 1 because financial problems had forced the state's
self-insurance plan to go out of
business effective Jan. 1.
When the workers signed contracts with Bluegrass, they were
given information showing that the
care network included 30 or so
Mayfield physicians who have
admitting privileges at PineLake.
But they were told later the
doctors were not in the network
and workers would have to use other
primary care physicians in other
communities.

Bornhauser said a Bluegrass staff
member erroneously prepared a
list of health-care providers that
included Mayfield doctors who
were members of the Jackson Purchase Physicians Association.
Bornhauser said that when the
list was prepared in October, the
association had agreed to affiliate
with Bluegrass. But the agreement
was never finalized, she said,
because one of the provisions was
that the doctors have admitting privileges at a hospital affiliated with
Bluegrass. Bluegrass did not have
a contract with PineLake.
"We sent out letters when we
noticed the mistake had been made
... informing people that ... (the
contract with the doctors) was not
a done deal," she said.
Bornhauser said there was a
misunderstanding because some of

the doctors apparently didn't realize their participation in the network was dependent on a contract
with PineLake.
Dr. George Jirak, president of
the physicians' association, accused
Bluegrass of intentionally misleading potential customers by giving them information that the new
agreement was not correct.
"We didn't intentionally mislead anyone," Bornhauser said.slt
was a simple misunderstanding."
She said that in an effort to
help resolve the conflict, an agreement has been reached that will
allow Bluegrass customers to switch
to other insurance companies that
have agreements with the doctors
and with PineLake.
"Letters to that effect went out
on Friday," she said.

MAGIC NEEDLE TA1T001
& Body Piercing w 40
•Licensed Tattoo
Artist
+ State Approved
Sterile Methods
•Must Be 18
Years Old

+ Over 29 Bright
Colors
•No Drugs or Alcohol
•Many Designs Or
Bring Your Own _

4100,

Surprise
Your
Valentine!

CAN YOU HEAR
BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND
WORDS?
A free offer of special interest to
those who hear but do not understand words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model of
the smallest Beltone aid of its kind
will be given absolutely free to
anyone who sends for this free
model now.
Send for this model, put it on and
wear in it in the privacy of your own
home. It will show you how tiny
hearing help can be. It is not a real
hearing aid and its yours to keep
free.The actual aid weighs less than
an eighth of an ounce, and its all at
ear level, in one unit
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours now.
Again, we repeat, there is no cost.
and certainly no obligation. All
hearing problems are not alike and
some cannot be helped by a hearing
aid but many can. So, send for your
free model now. Thousands have
already been mailed, so be sure to
wnte today to Beltone Hearing Aid
Service, 918 Broadway, P.O. Box
2426, Paducah, KY 42002
Name
Address
City
State

FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL: 753-4748

Zip

Our name may be changing

Winfrey ready to leave show
LONDON (AP) — Oprah Winfrey says daytime TV is becoming a "vulgarity circus," and she's getting out when her contract
is up in two years.
In an interview with The Sunday Times, Ms. Winfrey attacked
her rival Jerry Springer and said it was hard to return to television after shooting her latest movie, "Beloved."
"Coming off that wonderful film to be just interviewing more
dysfunctional people was a letdown," she said.
She called Springer's show a "vulgarity circus."
"Unless you are going to kill people on the air, and not just
hit them on the head with chairs, and unless you are going to
have sexual intercourse — and not just, as I saw the other day,
a guy pulling down his pants and pulling out his penis — then
there comes a point when you have oversaturated yourself," Ms.
said.
"My contract has two years left, then I am getting out of such
shows because I feel they are going to burn themselves out."
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Huong D. Kelly, D.M.D
General Dentist

tot.

is joining the practice of

Dr. James B. Pickens, D.M.D.
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dr. Huong D. Kelly received her dental degree from the University of
Louisville in 1994 and completed a one year general practice residency also
from Louisville in 1995. She was the chief resident of the general practice residency at the University of Kentucky in 1996. Dr. Kelly has served on the faculty at the University of Kentucky College of Dentistry as well as being the
staff dentist at Kentucky Clinic North in Lexington.
As a general dentist with postgraduate training, Dr. Huong Kelly has valuable experience in treating pediatric, geriatric, nursing home, and medically
comprised patients. This extensive residency allows her to treat patients with
the latest dental techniques in dental implant restoration, cosmetic bonding.
and the management of dental trauma injuries. She is a native of Murray, having graduated from Murray High School in 1986. She graduated cum laude
from Murray State University in 1990 with a degree in Biology.
Dr. Kelly is accepting new and emergency patients. To schedule an appointment, please call (502) 753-5052.
.

DR. JAMES B. PICKENS D.M.D.
706 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-5052

It's true that in February you will see the signs on our buildings change to
Mercantile Bank. But, we would like to remind you that although some things
change others remain the same. We are still your friends and neighbors.. still the
people you go to church with... still the parents of your child's best friend...and
still the same professionals that are dedicated to providing you with the best
products and services in the banking industry.
We're proud to be Mercantile Bank of Kentucky and we're confident
over the next few months that you'll see why.

15 Banking Locations and 20 ATMs in Western Kentucky to serve you!
333 Broadway, Paducah
1666 Broadway, Paducah
5015 Hinklevills Rd., Paducah
2630 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah
2174 Bridge St., Paducah
4th & Washington, Paducah

5531 Reidland Rd., Paducah
406 South 7th St., Mayfield
Mayfield Super Wal-Mart
1111 Main St., Murray
17th IL Poplar, Benton
US Hwy 68, Draffenville

US Hwy 641, Gilbertsville
2800 Ft Campbell Blvd,
Hopkinsville
West 7th at North Drive,
Hopkinsville
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Divvying up the money

FROM OUR READERS

It's going to take the wisdom
of Solomon to divvy up all the
money from the nation's top cigarette manufacturers that is going
to be pouring into Kentucky in
the years ahead.
And even Solomon in all his
wisdom would not be able to
make everyone happy who thinks
they deserve a portion of the money.
Right now, of course, no one
knows exactly how much Kentucky stands to receive from two
huge pots of money, the biggest
from the $206 billion national settlement the states worked out with
the manufacturers last year to be
paid over 25 years, and the second from the $15.15 billion governors from tobacco-growing states
negotiated with the tobacco companies last month.
Depending on whether Congress decides to demand reimbursement from the states for federal Medicaid money used to treat
smoking-related illnesses, Kentucky
stands to gain either about $1 billion from the national settlement
if the feds require repayment or
nearly $3.5 billion if repayment
is not made.
And some state officials think
Kentucky, the nation's largest producer of burley tobacco, could
end up with as much as 35 percent of the $15.15 billion earmarked
for farmers in tobacco-growing
states.
first, however, negotiators have
to decide how the $15.15 billion
is to be split between burley states
and states where fl(-Ccured tobacco dominates the market.
Last week state representatives
were meeting in North Carolina
trying to work out a formula acceptable to all.
So there are still a lot of questions remaining to be resolved,
but whatever way these two huge

MSU should address issue
Dear Editor:
I would like to address the issue of parking at the Regional Special Events Center.
This is an issue I think that Murray State University needs to deal with now.
If people would stop for one minute and put themselves in the shoes of people who are trying to
live independently, I think it would make a big difference.
My opinion is that it is only right to make the arena as accessible for people with disabilities to
attend events there as it is for me or any one else.
Is society so behind times in Murray they didn't take this into consideration?
What happened to kindness? It is sad to me they had to pass a bill and make it a law to get these
equal rights.
I would encourage anyone who thinks this is not a serious issue to rent or borrow a wheelchair,
go to the RSEC, find a parking spot, get in the wheelchair, push themselves up that hill, open the
heavy doors and then find a seat.
I believe this might change some opinions.
Susan Fuqua
4100 Rowlett Trail
Murray, KY 42071

U.S. should honor fund commitment
Dear Editor:
This month, international leaders are meeting in the Hague to evaluate the progress of a 1994 plan
of action to reduce global population growth and improve global economic development.
The plan of action was developed at a well-publicized meeting in Cairo that included 179 countries.
The focal point of the plan was to improve the access of women to education, family planning and
reproductive health services.
The U.S. promised the other 178 countries in attendance that it would contribute $1.85 billion to
these efforts by the year 2000.
However, since making that commitment, Congress has instead reduced funding for family planning
programs by 35 percent and completely eliminated its contribution to the United Nations Population
Fund.
Aside from exacerbating a serious global problem, the failure of the U.S. to honor its commitment
is further weakening our credibility, especially when other nations (e.g., Denmark, the Netherlands and
Norway) have exceeded their fair share of assistance.
It seems ironic that most of the members of Congress who have voted and/or lobbied against keeping our promise are the same individuals who are pressing for the removal of the president for allegedly failing to keep his.
I encourage readers to join me in reminding o,tar elected officials of the importance of honoring our
commitment and restoring support for the U.N. Population Fund.
Paul Sikkel
ZPG District Representative
81 Stonecrest
Almo, KY 42020

I XSIS

TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
sums are divided, Kentucky is
going to have at a minimum two
or three billion dollars to spend
and at a illaX111111111 perhaps seven
or eight billion.
Either way that's a lot of money
even spread out over a period of
decades.
But there also are a lot of people with their hands out, and that's
going to complicate matters immeasurably.
The biggest group, of course,
is made up the burley tobacco
growers themselves, who are looking at the money as compensation for the expected and inevitable
decline in demand for their crops.
Already, the 1999 burley tobacco quota has been slashed by 30
percent, meaning most farmers are
looking at a nearly one-third loss
of income this year alone.
But there also are many others who want some of the cash
as well.
Last year the General Assembly put language in the 1998-2000
state budget that says any money
from the national settlement must
be used to benefit farmers, their
communities and health-related
areas.
That's about as vague as you
can get, thus guaranteeing a freefor-all involving anyone and everyone who could claim they come
under its terms.
Is the owner of a convenience
store in a tobacco-growing county who sees his revenues fall as
the burley demand falls entitled

to compensation? Can he or she
prove the drop in revenue is directly related to farmers spending less
as their tobacco income falls?
To what state agency does the
owner apply for relief? How much
relief does the owner get and for
how long?
What about the small-town bank
whose deposits fall as farmers
earn less from growing tobacco?
A Realtor who sells fewer farms
or farms worth considerably less?
And then there are anti-smoking programs to be funde'd, and
medical care for the poor with
smoking-related illnesses.
How much to set aside for
their future care? The tobacco
companies aren't likely to agree
to another settlement any century
soon.
The questions can — and probably will — go on and on.
This is the briar patch that
Kentucky legislators and state government officials have to walk
through before they allocate the
first dollar of either of the tobacco settlements.
A recent Lexington forum on
the subject drew 400 farmers alone
and the almost unheard of presence of 60 of the 128 members
of both houses of the General
Assembly.
When huge amounts of money
are available, everyone gets
involved, and that's one reason
why even wise old Solomon would
head for the hills before deciding
on this one.

Beyond Yogi Berra land
WASHINGTON (AP) — Finally, the finale.
After 16 days of trial in the
impeachment of President Clinton, after more than a year of
investigation and sex scandal,
there was nothing else to be said.
Nonetheless, House prosecutors
and the White House lawyer said
it.
"Some of us may have a sense
that we've gone well beyond Yogi
Berra land to deja vu all over
again and all over again and all
over again," said Charles Ruff,
in closing the president's case
for acquittal Monday.
Ruff said he'd even thought
of resting for the defense without the final replay of his arguments. But his lawyerly instincts
took over, he said.
As did the lawyers' and politicians' instincts of the 13 Republicans prosecuting House impeachment charges against Clinton.
In turn, and in the frustration
of knowing there are not 67 Senate votes to heed their urging
and convict Clinton, they reargued their case.
"Many are saying with a degree
of certainty that usually comes
only from ignorance that there's
nothing 1, or any of us can say
today, on the eve of your deliberation, to sway your minds."
saicl Rep. Bob Barr of Georgia.
"I beg to differ with them."
But with nothing different to
say. He urged the Senate to convict Clinton and oust him for
perjury and obstruction of justice in the Monica Lewinsky affair,
to do "duty untainted by polls."
That frustration with the polls
that show overwhelming opposition to removing Clinton from
office was threaded through the
final House arguments.
The latest survey, conducted
Sunday for CBS News, indicated that two-thirds of Americans
do not believe Clinton should be

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Associated Press Columnist
forced from office — although
55 percent of them think he is
guilty of the impeachment accusations.
Those attitudes haven't changed
much despite Clinton's admitted
deceptions, despite the case. made
to the House by Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr, despite
impeachment itself.
"The polls, the polls, the polls,"
protested Rep., George Gekas of
Pennsylvania.
Then he cited one himself,
saying 80 percent of the American people believe Clinton lied
under oath.
The Republican prosecutors
argued. vehemently at times, taking turns at the microphone, sandwiching ate closing by Ruff. the
White House counsel, who didn't raise his voice.
No sense shouting about a
winning hand.
With final votes on the
impeachment articles due by the
end of the work week, every
head count points to acquittal for
lack of the two-thirds vote
required to convict and oust a
president.
But Rep. Henry Hyde, the lead
prosecutor, said that to acquit
would beget the cynicism of a
double standard.
"And now let us all take our
place in history on the side of
honor," he concluded. "And, oh
yes, let right be done."
Ruff's closing:
"And now our last words to
you, which are the words I began
with. William Jefferson Clinton
is not guilty. ... He must not be

removed from office.While he almost certainly will
not be, he won't be spared, either
— Ruff acknowledged the pain
Clinton's conduct has caused. The
House
prosecutors said
the
impeachment trauma didn't happen because of them, or because
of Starr's accusations, but because
of Clinton's affair and attempts
to conceal it.
With or without the censure
Republicans blocked in the House,
now sought in the Senate, those
marks against him are indelible.
Acquittal won't erase impeachment. It amounts, to escape, not
vindication.
An end without conviction,
which would take the votes of
at least a dozen Democrats, had
been foreseen for months.
Indeed, Hyde said a year ago
that anynpeachment would have
to gain rbipartisan support. He
said nothing much would happen until the Democrats decided
it should.
A lot did anyhow, but not
enough to expel a president.
The House prosecutors complained repeatedly, to the end,
that they had been denied a chance
to present their full case, kept
from calling witnesses to the Senate floor — they got Ms. Lewinsky and two others on videotape.
Instead of a real trial, Rep.
Christopher Cannon of Utah said,
the proceeding "mainly consisted
of what the public saw as the
yammering of lawyers."
They saw, and heard, it again
as the case closed.
••••

Send letters to P.O.
Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. They may also be
faxed to (502) 753-1927
or e-mailed to mlt@mursuky.campuscwix.net
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A likely dead end
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was
a long shot from the beginning,
this business of trying to remove
President Clinton from office, and
the odds have only gotten worse.
House prosecutors now appear to
be appealing to history, rather than
the Senate, in search of a favorable verdict.
Senators should act "not just
for today, but for the ages to
come," implored Rep. Bob Barr,
R-Ga., in final arguments on Monday.
But for today, at least, the case
to make Clinton the first American president removed for high
crimes and misdemeanors appeared
to be moving inexorably toward a
dead end.
Clinton's acquittal later this week
is being predicted by senators in
both parties, as it has been for
weeks.
Still, ignoring the winds of public opinion and the realities of
Senate arithmetic, the House managers forged ahead in their final
arguments. -One by one, each of the 13 House
managers rose to urge senators to
find their courage. "Convict him

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
and remo‘e him,- insisted Rep.
Bill McCollum, R-Fla.
And the long term was clearly on House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Henry Hyde's mind as
he wrapped up the prosecution's
case by telling senators,"The issues
we're concerned with have consequences far into the future. ...
Let us all take our place in history on the side of honor. And,
oh yes, let right be done."
Earlier, Hyde. R-111., told
reporters that, if the Senate failed
to remove the president from office,
"we still are satisfied. We can live
with our conscience. We did the
right thing."
The Senate appears far short
of the 67 votes needed to convict
the president on either of the two
articles of impeachment, and talk
has turned to how many GOP sen-

ators would vote for acquittal —
and on the logistics of the next
step, an expected resolution of
censure.
"This is a movie and we know
what the ending is," said Stuart
Rothenberg, an independent analyst who publishes a political
newsletter.
He said House managers were
going through the motions "to play
out the constitutional process. And
they are trying to establish a record
to show that their case is as strong
as possible."
The single-minded determination
of House managers — in fact, of
all Republicans on the House Judiciary Committee — to pursue the
impeachment process to its conclusion appeared to rule out the
possibility of any bipartisan compromise along the way.
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Courtship model not for all teens
QUESTION: My oldest son is
approaching the age where we
had previously agreed to allow
him to date. The more I think
about it, though, the more the
whole idea concerns me. It seems
that even in the best of dating
situations, the negatives exceed
the positives. I can't help but
feel that I'm setting my son up
for failure. Several of my friends
have adopted the concept of
"courtship" rather than dating.
Could you please explain this
idea to me, and suggest which
of the two arrangements you
favor?
DR. DOBSON: Simply put, the
"courtship" concept is a reaction
to the dating model, which is
thought by many to be unhealthy.
Dating couples go through a series
of short-term and often unsatisfying relationships over a period of
five or 10 years or longer. As
such, they are being taught to flit
from one relationship to another
like a honeybee buzzing from
flower to flower. Why would they
not be inclined later to bail out
on a marriage partner when bored
or frustrated? Dating also encourages sexual familiarity and experimentation. It isn't difficult to
understand why an increasing number of parents feel this traditional model undermines commitment,
exclusivity and permanence in marriage.

DR. JAMES C. DOBSON
Syndkaed

COIIIRIRLS1

The courtship model, by contrast, seeks to postpone emotional and physical entanglements until
they occur with the probable husband or wife. The family is very
supportive in helping to choose
that special individual for a serious courtship when the time is
right. Until then, relationships
between the sexes are limited to
group situations in carefully controlled settings. Physical intimacy
for the sake of titillation and experimentation is considered to be most
inappropriate. It is the ultimate in
"saving oneself' for the man or
woman with whom a lifetime will
be spent.
Many parents, and undoubtedly the majority of teenagers, would
consider the courtship model to
be extreme and terribly restrictive.
Not every teen-ager would tolerate it. I believe it is a good idea
in those settings where, both generations are committed to it and
are willing to work together to
make it successful. "Courtship" is
not recommended in cases of ado-

lescent rebellion or where there is
great resistance to the idea. Whether
or not to take this approach, therefore, is a matter for individual
families to determine.
*****
QUESTION: We hear so much
about mothers being depressed
and unable to accept the empty
nest when the kids leave home.
In our family, however, it was
Dad who took it hard. He went
into a tailspin for more than a
month. Is this unusual?
DR. DOBSON: No, it happens
very commonly. In a recent study,
189 parents of college freshmen
were asked to report their feelings when their son or daughter
left home. Surprisingly, the fathers
took it harder than the mothers.
That resistance to the empty
nest was the theme of the movie
"Father of the Bride," which was
a hilarious and touching tribute to
the love of a father for his daughter. When George, the dad, sat
across from his daughter at the
dinner table and learned that she

DEATHS

TOO
MANY

Thomas A. Johnston

BILLS?

Thomas A. Johnston, 78, Dexter, died Monday, Feb. 8, 1999,
at 4:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired pipefitter, he was a member of Local #184 of Plumbers
and Steamfitters Union. He was a member of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church and an Army veteran of World War II.
Mr. Johnston was married Nov. 20, 1943, to the former Mary
Louise Donelson, who died March 11, 1997. One sister, Doris
Parks, and four brothers, Curtis, John D., Irvan and Garnett Johnston, also preceded him in death. Born April 12, 1920, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late Bernice Allen Johnston
and Iva Henderson Johnston.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Charlotte Rowland and
husband, Steve, Murray; one son, Eddie Johnston and wife, Fay.
Almo; one brother, Jim Johnston, Detroit, Mich.; four grandchildren, Richard Johnston and wife, Judith, Melissa Cornwell and
husband, Jason, Amanda Bennett and husband, Shane, and Brad
Rowland; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dean Emerson and the Rev.
Robert McKinney will officiate. Mrs. Dorothy Warren will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Richard Johnston, Brad Rowland, Shane
Bennett, Jason Cornwell, Pat Johnston and Clyde Rowland. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Steve Sexton, 54, Louisville, formerly of Mayfield, died Monday, Feb. 8, 1999, in Louisville.
He had been employed with BellSouth for 32 years. His father,
James Harold Sexton, preceded him in death.
Survivors include one son, Jacob Carlton Sexton, Murray; his
mother, Mrs. Joanne Callahan Henson, and stepfather, William N.
Henson, Mayfield; one brother, Jim Sexton, Paducah.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Carey Puckett will officiate.
Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
American Heart Association.
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*****
Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.
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Charlotte Flake (far left) and her husband, Harold, have
been named the members of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's PrimeLife Walking Club who have walked the most
miles. Catherine Sivills, (far right) director of PrimeLife, presented the couple with gift certificates from Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods. Harold and Charlotte logged a total of 197
miles in six months. For more information on the club, call
762-1590 or 1-800-342-6224.

Strength of grip found
to predict disability
CHICAGO(AP)—Middle-aged
men with strong grips are less
likely to develop disabilities in
old age, researchers reported today
in the Journal of the American
Medical Association.
Good muscle strength in mi
dle age can give people a marg
of safety in later years, when they
may face long periods of inactivity after surgery or illness, the
researchers said.
The study followed 3,218 men
over a 25-year period, beginning
in 1965, when they were 45 to
68.

At the final exam, researchers
timed the men's walking speed
and checked their ability to rise
from a chair. Researchers also
asked the participants whether they
had any trouble doing day-to-day
tasks such as raking leaves, climbing a flight of stairs or caring for
themselves.
The one-third with the weakest
grips at midlife were twice as likely to have problems caring for themselves as those in the upper third.
They were also significantly more
likely to have problems with household chores and walking.

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
NO EQUITY REQUIRED

N 1110\1111W
LEND,N6 CORP011.,1[3k

1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitei
www.nationwidelending.com

PET
TALK
Juli McClain
L. V. T., D. V. T.

Steve Sexton

Federal State Market News Service February
10, 1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 300 Est. 25 Barrows & Gilts Steady to 5.50
Lower Sows Steady
$26.00-26.50
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
522.00-25.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
525.50-26.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.

CONSOLIDATE

was engaged, he took the news hard.
He couldn't believe what he was
hearing. He had to clear his vision
when he saw his daughter as a
baby girl, and then as a 10-yearold tomboy, and finally as a beautiful young woman of 18. His little girl had grown up so quickly
and now she was leaving home.
He would never again be the main
man in the life of his precious
daughter, and there was grieving
to be done.
Why do men sometimes take
the empty next so hard? One of
the chief explanations is regret.
They have been so busy, working
so hard, that they let the years
slip by almost unnoticed. Then
suddenly they realize it is too late
to build a relationship with the
child who is leaving home forever.
For those of you who still have
children or teen-agers at home,
take a moment regularly to enjoy
your remaining time together. Those
days will be gone in the blink of
an eye.
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February is National
Dental Health Month
•Oral disease is the most frequently
diagnosed health problem in pets.
According to the Veterinary Dental
Society (AVDS) 80 percent of dogs
and 70 percent of cats show signs of
oral disease by age 3.
•The plaque and tarter on teeth contain bacteria. This bacterium can
cause periodontal disease and lead to
tooth loss. Left untreated these oral
infections can infect other organs
such as the heart, liver and/or kidneys.
•Following a comprehensive dental
care program designed by your veterinarian will help decrease the risk of
your pet developing periodontal disease and other systemic diseases.
•Gingivitis is an early form of gum disease and with good dental care can
be reversed. Periodontal disease is
irreversible, but can be controlled by a
diligent dental care program.
•The common signs of oral disease
include bad breath, red or swollen
gums, bleeding gums, decreased
appetite and pawing at the face. Oral
disease causes pain in your pets'
mouth. If you see any of these signs
have your pet seen by the veterinarian.
•A professional dental cleaning will
remove plaque, tarter and bacteria
encrusted above and below the gumline restoring your pets' teeth to a
clean and polished state.
•Keeping your pets teeth clean
between professional cleanings is an
important part of a total dental care
program. Your pet is never too old to
have its teeth brushed. If you don't
think your pet will let you brush it's
teeth: there are many other alternative
products to help you keep your pets
mouth healthy. These include: special
foods, chews and dental sprays. Ask
your vetennarian or Veterinary Dental
Technician what products would be
best for you and your pet.
Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at:

Westiside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South

763-6749

Limited time only Limit two persons per special anti no carryout. please At participating locations

Hwy.641 South
Bel-Air Center • Murray

753-0440
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Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Griffin of Murray will observe their 70th wedding anniversary on Thursday, Feb. 11.
No formal celebration is planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Griffin were married Feb. 11, 1929, in Metropolis,
Ill., by the Rev. W.G. Wright. Their attendants were Lillian Copeland
and Marie Copeland!
Mrs. Griffin, the former Thelma Outland, is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Roy Outland.
Mr. Griffin, a retired brick layer, is the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. I.B. Griffin.
The couple has resided in Murray most of their life. They are
members of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.

Ashton Williams, third right in front row, is pictured with
her special friends at her second birthday party.

Williams celebrates birthday
Ashton Williams celebrated her
second birthday on Jan. 26 with
a party at Pagliai's.
The event was hosted by her
parents, Danny and Tonya Williams,
Protemus Road, Farmington. Also
present was her three month -old

LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES

Sara Ferguson is thankful that
she lost her weight at Hi-Energy

LOSE 30 LBS. IN 10 WEEKS
IF YOU WEIGH
200
190
ISO
170
160
150 .
140 .

YOU WILL WEIGH
170
160
150
140
130
120
.110

After

FREE CONSULTATION
CALL NOW

767-0780
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

H1-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS 305 N. 12th St. • University Square • Murray

Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 3 will meet at 7
p.m. Thursday at the Faxon Fire House. All residents are urged to
attend.
Calloway County High School Chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America has donated boxes of Valentine
cards to Need Line and Calloway County Family Resource
Center.Pictured with some of the cards are Tiffany Rose,
president, left, and Mandy Rudolph, vice president, of the
chapter.

kyiitry

We are pleased to
announce that
Jennifer Ward
bride-elect of
Jonathan T Duffy
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Jennifer and Jonathan
will be married
February 26, 1999.

WAL*MART'

Registry
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Crystal Rowland
bride-elect of
Jeremy Price
join our
bridal registry.

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
WM_

Hwy.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. to assist persons in filing forms, etc.

Zeta meeting Thursday
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Barbara Harrell will present a program on "Victorian Ladies." Hostesses will be Barbara
Erwin, Barbara Brandon, Barbara Simons, Betty Lou Farris and
,-Esther Jennings.

Service officer here Thursday
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A service officer of the National Veterans Affairs will be at the
National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North, Murray, Thursday
from 2 to 4 p.m. He will assist veterans and their dependents with
filing of forms, etc.

Prayer coffee on Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Peggy Nieschlag, 2112 Country
Rd., Murray. All interested women are invited. For information call
753-7378.

Lodge 592 meeting Thursday
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of the World is scheduled to meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant, Murray.

dr,vly:rio;\:"•e,t)ip,

VFW meetings Thursday

SUBSCRIBE
L

Eddie Roberts Chapter No. 6291 of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars and the Ladies Auxiliary will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. (note
corrected time) at the American Legion Hall, Maple and south
Sixth Streets.

Pet Therapy Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday at 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. This open to persons and their pets. For information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

ALM"LOW 1.14GES AMAMI IV.AMP'

641 N • Murray

LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES

Variety of Na
t
irrestiblyBaskets with

delicious
cho
colates, rich sugar-ve
fi
Muffles or
boxed imported
chocolates

Butter - Cheese - Caramel

Asst. Premade Gift Selections
Or have yours custom made

Boxed Chocolates Valentine Hearts
Ghirardelli, Lindt, Brown & Haley
('all or Fax us your order — we'll deliver locally ($25.00 or more) 753-6909 fax
753-0921, or ship UPS to your Sweetheart

10th & Arcadia • Murray
Hrs: 9-5 M-F
Open Sat. Feb. 1310-4
753-0921
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Playhouse in the Park plans such wonderful plays for their
productions. They are rehearsing for the production of "Annie"
for Feb. 25, 26, 27, 28 and March 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12 and 13.
This is especially good news to those who have seen the
movie, "Annie," or the production that was presented by the
Playhouse about 12 years ago with Erica Rowlett, daughter of
Don and Glenda Rowlett, playing the role of Annie. Erica is
now a senior at Belmont University, Nashville, Tenn.
Many of us older people will remember Annie and Daddy
Warbucks . along with Punjab in one of my favorite comic
strips, "Little Orphan Annie" by Harold Gray that was first
published in 1924. Comics are funny and very educational and
can relay information in a special way.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons and Murray Council No. 50 Royal and Select Masters will meet Thursday at 7:30
p.m. at the Murray Masonic Temple. John Salter, head of both
groups, urges all members to attend. Refreshments will be served.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Chapter and Council will meet

sister, Aleesa Williams, and other
family members and friends.
Special friends attending were
Brandon Higgins, Bradley Higgins,
Sarah Thompson, Scottie Ruttman,
Hayden McCubbin, Lauren Magee
and Libby Cogdill.
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MMS 4-H Club will meet
We are pleased to
announce that
Hilary Shroat
bride-elect of
Stuart Armstrong
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Hilary and Stuart
will be married
February 27, 1999.

WAL*MART'.1

Murray Middle School Sixth Grade 4-H Club will meet Thursday at 3 p.m. at the Murray Youth Services Center.

4-H Dairy Club on Thursday
The 4-H Dairy Club will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. All interested youth are encouraged to attend.
For more information call, Ginny Harper at 753-1452 or Rita
McCuiston.

Music contests scheduled
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will sponsor a piano and vocal contest for middle and high school students,
grades 6 through 12, on Feb. 16. A monetary prize will be awarded. Entry forms are available in the school offices and from the
school choral directors. Students are urged to enter the contest,
according to Laura L. Miller, contest chairman.

Special meeting Friday
The 1999 keaiity Store Planning Committee will meet Friday at
noon in the back room at Pagliai's. All chairpersons and interested community members are encouraged to attend. The 1999 Reality Store is scheduled March 10 for eighth grade students at Calloway County Middle School and Murray Middle School at the
Murray State University Curris Center, according to Ginny Harper,
county 4-H agent.

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

JL(0•1C•gliti
305 So. 12th St.• Murray • 753-7441
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In the year fifty two
It seems my darling
I have always loved you
If we live to be ninety
I'll still be your wife
For I will love you
he rest of my life.

NVRITERs. POTPOURRI
111! Ate
slOSP
VA- %or

GLADYS JARRETT
Director
Writers' Potpourri will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Gladys Jarrett, director, who has released
some of the poems, written by
participants, as follows:
DECADES OF TIME
By Marie Jarrett
When I crawled
Time stalled.
When I was a toddler
Time was a dawdler
When I began to talk
Time walked.
When 1 reached the age of 10
Time was slow, like a setting hen
When I reached the age of 20
Time allotted to me was a "plenty."
When at 30 years of age
I felt as if I were a sage
When I was 40, I began
To hear others "talk" and "pen."
When I reached the age of 50
time passed all too swiftly
When I arrived at 60
I law life a bit more nifty.
When I arrived at three-score-ten
Time had fled, all promised to
men.
I knew now when I come to 80
My problems now were weighty
Little to lose or gain
No reason now to laugh or whine
Greats, grands to keep me sane
Reach out a steady hand to guide
me
With a smile I travel, the last mile
As time stalks. I walk
When time stalled, I crawled.

A LEGEND IN HIS TIME
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Though he was small of stature
His heart was big and kind
He lived down there
On Whiskey-Ridge
A legend in his time.
He came from Illinois
From around the
Dark coal mines
'Migrated to Ole Kentucky
A legend in his time.
He was ridin' an old bicycle
The wheels were out-o-line
Glidin' down the dusty ridge
A legend in his time.
He stopped by the farmer's house
The daughter was 10 + 9
She declared within her heart
I'll make that "feller" mine.
They fell in love, were married
The kids came
There were eight or nine
They grew up under
The watch-ful eye
Of the legend in his time.
He ac-quired lots of land
With a vast timber-line
He brought an ole sawmill
It was the steamer kind.
They sawed and sold the lumber
For barrels to hold the 'shine
He made a lot of money
The legend in his time.
He could have been
A million-aire
A lot of money
For that time
But Satan reared his ugly head
Things started to d•cline
He died at age of 90,
He thought he
Was in his prime
They buried him on Whiskey-Ridge
A legend in his time.

White raiment for trees, and grasses,
Houses, and church spires, and
country roads,
Birds' nests, and all my car passes.
He made a coverlet for our land
Which makes things look neater,
and clean;
Even the trash insulting to all
Thrown out by the callous and mean.
TRUE LOVE
By Elizabeth Turner
I was told I was m'aking a big
mistake
If I became his wife;
But if loving him is a mistake
It's the best mistake of my life.
I waited long for his return
So I could become his wife;
If marrying him was a mistake
It's the best mistake of my life.
More than 50 years have gone by
Without much trouble and strife,
If marrying him was a mistake
I'll make that mistake
For the rest of my life.
A LOVE THAT'S FOREVER
By Wilma J. Sanders
When we were children
You lived next door
You were the boy
I chose to adore
When we were teens
We had started to date
But you moved away
And it seemed too late
When God sent you home
At just the right time
Our lives joined together
And started to rhyme
We married each other

SNOW IS ALSO A BLESSING
By Linda Siebold
God spread a mantle of white last
night--

.00 OFF

Any Alteration through March 31 with this coupon
Custom Sewing by Sheila Baurland
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Make appointment for yourself and a
friend by Feb. 14 and both will receive 1/2
off regular price session for the month of
February. Phone 753-5900 for easy and
convenient appointment.
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 6 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Moser baby boy, parents, Janet
and Steve, Cadiz;
Sanford baby boy, parents, Jessica and Mark, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Maymie Jones, Ronald E.
Shemwell and Mrs. Lisa Marie
Cathey, all of Hazel; Mrs. Elva
Smith, Kirksey;
Mrs. Billie Mann Bucy and
Miss Amy Suzanne Smith and
baby boy, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Sheryl Kathy Glisson and baby
boy, Calvert City;
Raymond Fuller Shell, Mayfield; Miss Hannah Barnhill, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Ally L. Collins, Ben-

ton;
Mrs. Geogia Lee Burton, Kenneth Mohler, Mrs. Martha Ett Cole,
Miss Shelby Lynn Scott,
Miss Samantha Leigh Ann Scott,
Mrs. Theresa Jane Knight, Bobby
Dean Locke, Hewlett Cooper and
Mrs. Billie Faye Barrow, all of Murray.
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 7 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Pemwell baby boy, parents, Lori
and Sean, Murray;
Morehead baby girl, parents.
Angela and Robert, Calvert City;
Stacer baby boy, parents, Christy
and Dominic, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Chance Taylor Dunn, Hazel;
Miss Nancy C. Siress and Miss
Julie Linn Burroughs, Benton;
Miss Danyel Hope Clark, Dexter; Raymond Hudson Morris,
Hardin;
Mrs. Trucille Kemp, Ansel
Edward Griffin, Ms. Bobbie Jo Russell and Mrs. Mary Louise Balentine, all of Murray.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 8 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Garner baby girl, parents, Sharon
and Roger, Murray;
Turner baby boy, mother, Kerr,
Turner, Dexter.
Dismissals
William R. Ralston and Mrs
Janet Lynn Moser and baby boy,
Cadiz; Mrs. Janeen Elizabeth Burkeen, Dexter;
Mrs. Jessica L. Sanford and
baby boy, Mayfield; Matthew W
Fulkerson, Almo;

America's fastest grozving
fitness & wt. loss program!

82

I.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 5 have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Carol Jean Musgrove and
Mrs. Juanita Joyce Cotham, Benton; James Daniel Hamblin, Dexter;
Mrs. Clara Aileen Cochran and
Patrick Edward Pittman, Mayfield;
Mrs. Mae Evelyn Thomason, New
Concord;
Joe Donald Underwood and Mrs.
Tommie Lee Orr, Puryear, Tenn.;
Jordan P. Crass, Almo;
Jackie Golden, Mrs. Ruby F.
Skelton, Mrs. Mary McClain, Mrs.
Lilela Cope, Mrs. Shirley Jean
Swift,
Mrs. Debbie Darlene Mitchell
and baby girl, Nathanial Mason
Erwin, Jonathan Wallis Staton, Mrs.
Susan Louise Downs,
Mrs. Margaret Purdom Blalock,
Miss Heather Faye Hutson, George
Edward Paradise and Patrick J.
Simone, all of Murray.
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109 S. 15th St. Ile
Murray, KY 42071
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•30 Minute Total Workout• Quickfitti does both Strength
training, which protects lean muscle & helps maintain wt. loss, and
Cardiovascular training, which burns bodyfat A conditions the heart
• Burns between 500-600 calories in 30 minutes
•Burns 300% more fat than walking or jogging.
• Women Only•friendly, caring environment
• Wt. loss guidance•Same place, one price
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Discount!
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OPEN SATURDAY,FEB. 13,8 to 4, VALENTINE'S DAY, 12-4
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.

HEAVY DUTY WASHER

Heart
Baskets

Cut Flowers
& Plants
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Russell Storer

Candles

• Large Capacity
•3 Wash/Rinse
Temperature
Combinations
• 25-Year Limited Tub
Warranty

Candies

StuffM
Animals
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at Murray Calloway County Hospital

Balloons

MURRAY
CALLOVaY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

$3.25 & up!

Roses

$45 doz. $25 1/2 doz.

Carnations

$18

doz.

$1.0 1/2 doz.
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Only 349

803 Poplar St.• Murray
(502) 762-1275

\w FREE Deliveries will be made within MCCH and the Medical Arts Building

FEBRUARY SPECIALS

COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH & CARRY!

FREE Portrait!
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Valentine's Day is the "day of love."
Showing love and affection each day is
often neglected as our busy lives seem to
be using up all of our energy. But, on this
one special day everyone needs to take
time to just say I love you to whom ever
you feel loving towards but just haven't
said it lately. Your spouse, mother, father,
children, special friends and relatives all
like to hear the words "I love you, thanks
for everything."
A small token of affection and appreciation can really brighten someone's day.
Showing we care to those close to us will
bring rich rewards to us too. Being kind
and loving makes us all feel better, it is
like a ripple effect.
Even if you just take the time to get a
card, it will really mean a lot. The price
you pay for a gift is not as important as the
thoughtfulness and time taken.
Men often wonder what to do about gifts
for the women in their lives. We are not as
hard to buy for as they think, especially for
Valentine's Day. Most women could walk
in any kind of store -including hardware"
etc. and find something they wanted.
However, DK Kelley and staff can help
'solve your problem of gift buying. We
have great ideas and great merchandise
she is sure to love.
A few suggestions are sterling silver
engraveable jewelry which we have of
course, sterling silver bracelets, earrings,
costume jewelry 1/2 price, new spring
handbags by Brighton®, belts by
Bnghton® are always welcome, wallets.
key fobs, coin purses and new Brighton®
sunglasses, everyone loves them. Don't
forget we have gift certificates too.
Cologne and bath products are truly a
great gift to say "I love you and want to
pamper you." From Brighton® fragrances,
one of them being called "Love," to
Ginnie Jhansen, to Beauti-Control. these
are all wonderful gift ideas.
If you like to givered on Valentine's Day
we have just received some really cute red
sweaters with dogs on them, they are a
perfect gift for the dog lovers.
Ladies, men want to be remembered too.
That special man deserves a gift also. How
about cologne, aromatherapy candle, tickets to a game or a movie, dinner on you at
his favorite place or what about that tool
he's been wanting?
To quote Antoine De Saint Expapery
"Life has taught us that love does not consist in gazing at each other but in looking
outward together in the same direction."
Congratulations to Mayme Lee Roberts
who won the jewelry at our lunch on
Friday. Please join us this week, shop for
Valentine's Day gifts and take advantage
of the Final Clearance Sweatheart Sale —
70"'k off fall and winter — Sift, $15, $25.
535 dollar racks and maybe less — Don't
miss it — Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report

40-1C.ItLET
305 South 121h
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Grandparent's
Month
Come in
viith or Without
the grandchildren
& receive a

Miss Sydney Leeann Smothers,
Mrs. Bonnie R. Thiel and Brayden Kyle Hardin, all of Benton;
Mrs. Freda Fay Rogers, William
Ellis, Zigbert Gill, Mrs. Cammie
Mann Bolin, Mrs. Tammy Montgomery,
Lloyd D. Sills, Miss Victoria
Kathleen Doughty, Hunter Logan
Epperson and Miss Nettie L.
Crowe, all of Murray.

1 Free Session for all
Public servants of
Murray-Calloway County

with a Framed 4x6
$19.95
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Pictured are Murray High School Band members who were
selected by audition to participate in the All-State Orchestra and Bands events in Louisville.

Pictured are Murray Middle School Band members who participated in the First District Honors Band concert at Paducah.

Pictured are Murray High School Band members who participated in the First District Honors Band concert at Paducah.

Murray High Band
students win honors

J & C Ferrara Co Inc

Nit A,'

Give Her a Kiss
for Valentine's Day
& J & C Ferrara Co. Inc.
Authorized Licensee

J.T. LEE,Jeweler

Pictured are Murray High School Freshman Band members
who participated in the First District Honors Band concert
at Paducah.

Get iiiiONEY-ON-THE-SPOT!
No doggone headaches or hassles at your
on-the-Spot Cash-Advancer!

Dixieland Center • 759-1141
EASYAS

MURRAY

SEAIRS
THREE DAYS ONLY!
FEBRUARY 1 1 - 1 2- 1 3
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0 TANCING
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/. Bring driver's license or
other picture I.D.
2. Most recent
paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement
& personal check.
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Members of the Murray High
and Middle School Bands have
recently participated in state and
district events.
Six members were honored with
seats in the 1999 Kentucky Music
Educators Association All-State
Orchestra and Bands.
They were Sarah Wurgler, oboe,
Emily Runnels, violin, Maggie
Tate-Majcher and Matt Brown,
French horn, Mitch Woods, trumpet, and John Young, flute.
In conjunction with the annual KMEA conference, rehearsals for
the ensembles were held Feb. 35 followed by a concert Feb. 6
in the Palace Theatre, Louisville.
Students participated in a concert by the First District honor
bands at Paducah Tilghman High
School.
The annual event, sponsored by
the KMEA, allows students work
with a guest conductor in intensive 2-3 day rehearsals culminat-

513 So. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

Over 25 Years Experience

31411r
70
.494,44753-3444
95 Chestnut., Murray
(across from Ryan Milk)
www.designquilt.com
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AC77111777:ES

JUNE '99

ing in a performance for the public. Selections for the three bands
are by audition.
High school band participants
were Laura Nixon, Sarah Wurgler,
Maggie
Tate-Majcher, Becky
Brown, Maggie Sasso, Julie Gibbs,
Rhea Flanery, Mitch Woods, Chris
Yoo, Matthew Brown and John
Young.
'Freshman band participants were
Megan Schell, Jacob Garfinkel,
Jaleelah Al-Alou, Shannon Kipphut, Janey McClain, Erin Darnell, Sarah Rail, Michael Swain,
Stephanie Donnelly, Emily Runnels, Amanda Taylor, Caitlin Daly,
Anna Scott, Zach Kingins, David
Lee, Jaime Fairbanks, Melissa
Starks, Mandy Brown and Emily
Allen.
Middle school band participants
were Amy Page, Christine Bailey,
Brett Brown, Holly Gibbs, Will
Rall, Brian West, Allison Cross,
Nathan McCoy, Elizabeth Leggett,
Sarah Simmons, Marchello Cavitt,
Angela Oliver, Philip Montgomery,
Amber Voorhies, Brittany Morgan
and Katie Smith. Kevin Schluessler
was director.

Thursday & Friday
February 11th & 12th

at
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ON ALL TRACTORS OVER $1199
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Apple, Peach, Cherry & Strawberry

Tractors & Tillers Arriving Daily

Hand-dipped Spicy

Owned & Operated By. Opal Hart (#3066)
912 South 12th Street, Bel-Air Center • Murray
Store Hours Sun 12-5, Mon -Sat 9-6
Phone.(502) 753-2310
O.FINANCE CHARGE DETAILS A.
TANT CREDIT TERMS Sin,
tar dr

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

•

Don't Miss The Lawn & Garden Show Feb. 19.20.21

"The Hickory Nuts" (staff) performed for
Vivian Kern on a gloomy winter afternoon recently.
Frances Parker was the lead singer (in costume).
IJI

Corn Does
Funnel Cakes & Drinks

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

N. 12th St., Murray

(502) 759-8700

(Located next to Pocket's Shell)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * *

Cetebrate Your Newly'
Designed Portrait,Studio"

teal Inventorg
GUI
Reduction Sale

95

1
1
Pius $6.95 Per Person
144.011.16M i 1 1 90 guhrd
tee per bad,

lanualg 15-rebruarg IS

Terrific!
"Just What
I Wanted!"

OPEN HOUSE EVERY SALE WEEKEND
'
stem%
Rotes

Prices slashed on all homes-Sunshine,
Belmont, Redman, Waverly, General,
Champion, Fleetwood, and Gateway

Pr"..- 11114

II

New Lower Pricing
On Additional Portraits!

Special Discounts
Bankruptcy Program
First Time Buyers Program

Bring your W-2 and let us do yourfast refund
FREE with home purchase

Johnson Dream Homes - // Making Dreams Come True
1031 S. Highland
Jackson
901-423-4939

1131 S. Highland
Jackson
901-422-2825

12751 S. First St.
Milan
901-686-8790

1100 South Pickwick Rd.
Savannah
901-925-7145

2850 East Wood St
Paris
901-642-2210

790 Hwy 51 North
Ripley
901-635-2808

* * * ************* * * ***** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * *

Subrect Pee of 16.95 per person photographed, payabie when
portraits ore token. l&ximurn of $13.90 sublet.
,fee per fondly.
ogse for °dredged pctirodi ovr sikKhOel Your noodle props rrokonce No
• 4,1,11 on ist number of advernsed collanons pen konriy bvt only me odvet
nsed calledron per sublect, pleose Up to foe oddononof poses Idler kr
optional collectron waft no obirponon to portnose AN ages wekome ror
wrier 18 must be occombonred by a porent1 Groups Irrnad to so or iewor
SOrry. no pets Sizes opprournate Props and bockgro,,s, rfloy

WAL*MART

Thursday-Monday, February 11-15
Daily 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Murray - US Hwy. 641 North
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training in place. We just supplied
Kim with the information she needed to make the change.
Behavior modification takes
motivation. Kim was self-motivated and the YMCA gave her
tools to succeed. It was a team
effort.
Well, that was 100 pounds ago
(that's the only number Kim said
I could mention in this article).
Kim has not only become a believer in what the YMCA can do for
her, but now she helps others.
Yes, Kim is now part of the
YMCA staff team. She does personal training, toning and even helps
teach our new Expect Success class
(modeled after her personal trek).
Kim is a perfect YMCA instructor. When she teaches our Expect
Success, she's teaching what she
has learned through trial and error
and persistence.
We now have a curriculum for
what Kim went through so we
can convey that help to numerous
others. We already have all our
introductory classes full, but are
forming others now.
If you visit the YMCA, you
may meet Kim. If you do you'll
know that she can truly understand your doubts, your challenges
and your difficulties. Kim is a
unique person and offers a unique
perspective to fitness, spirit, mind
and body.

lodge

•

And that's why I'm a director.
I want to impact lives in a positive Way. Even though I may not
meet every member, I hope that
my staff helps and shares my
vision. When I hear about stories
like Kim's, it lets me know that
we are making a difference.
The other reason I'm a director is sitting on my lap, or was,
up until about 10 minutes ago.
Emma is 2, our fourth child and
only girl.
She needs a place to grow, play
ball, swim, climb walls - just a
minute, this sounds like my house.
No, what I'm really getting at is
a full-facility YMCA.
Wouldn't it be nice to have
place to take the kids a night or
two a week for wholesome family fun? A place where a parent
of.an MSU student will know his
child is safe and accepted; where
junior high students could have
lock-ins; a hot tub to soak that
stiff knee; a place to swim, play,
run, climb and more?
I'm working hard to bring that
to Murray.
A YMCA full-facility is a good
place. An asset to any community. Glasgow, Owensboro, Mayfield,
Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Benton and other Kentucky communities must see something in it.
Isn't it Murray's turn?
To help, call me at 753-0228.
We build strong kids, strong families, strong communities.

You Stall
It...We
Haul It!
McCIARD'S
TOWING

•
•
•

Sale Price $24,400
1998 Jeep Cherokee 4WD Ltd.- St. #99120.1. P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, PS, cassette/CD,
leather, local one owner
Reduced $18,996
1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #99030.1. 4 door, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 28,000 miles
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #99154.1. 4 door, green, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise, cassette, only$24,000
miles
$10,982
1997 Ford F150 XL Club Cab Pickup - St. #98296.5. V-6, auto., PS/PB, P/L, 31,000 miles.
$15,995
1997 Buick Regal - St. #991431. 4 door, local, one owner, full power
$13,785
1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise $11,995
1997 Mustang GT - St. #98377.1. Black, V-8, auto., NC, PNV, P/L, 27,000 miles
$15,492
1997 Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. - St. #990471. Local, one owner, full power, only 38,500 miles, excellent
condition.
Was $28,995.00

1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
Reduced $9,988
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99077.1. White, V-8, auto aic, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
27,000 miles
Reduced $17,995
1996 Ford Ranger - St. #991091. Local trade, V-6, auto., only 31,500 miles
1996 Toyota Camry - St. #991761. Local trade, one owner, full power
Reduced $18
1:9
785
1996 Dodge 1500 Club Sport- St. #99188.1. V-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette.
$15,995
1996 Ford Windstar GL Van - St. #99053.1. Rear A/C, V-6, 39,000 miles
1996 Chevrolet 3500 Crew Cab 4 Door Dually Diesel - St. #99018.1. Red, auto.:
$1P
3/W,
955
P/L
$20,995
1996 Nissan Sentra GXE - 61.38€0901 One owner, full power, 34,160 miles, factory warranty,

.
I

EMI

$8,995
1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4- St. #99181.1. V-8, auto., A/C, PM, P/L, P. seats,
leather, local 1 owner
Reduced $14,986
1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 38,000
miles
$9,995
1995 Chev. S-10 4x4 - St. #992341. Local, one owner, V-6, 59,000 miles
$8,995
1995 Mercury Sable - St. #99106.1. 4 door, local, one owner, full power, 57,000 miles $8,795
1995 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4 - St. #992531. Local, one owner, full power, extra nice...$12,495

Custom-ordered
wallcovering & border

30-50% off

14.
*

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE SALE!

Sale Price

Prix - St. #991851. Local, one

$9,995

owner, full power, 45,000 miles

1995 Chevrolet Ex Cab 1500 4x4 Z71 - St. #99199.1. White, 53,000 miles
$17,995
1995 Chrysler Cirrus LX - St. #99212.5. V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, 41,000
miles

1995 Honda Civic - St. #5270. One owner, great gas mileage
$7
9:2
88
75
2
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix - St #991851. Local, one owner, full power, only 45,000 miles
$9,485
1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #991641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent condition
$18,985
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner, full power, nice
Reduced $9,795
1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #991101. Local one owner, full power, extra nice
Reduced $7,885
1995 Chev. Camaro - St. #99242.1. V-6, auto., A/C
$9,995
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001. Local trade, full power, 84,000 miles, excellent

.
I

Carea-I'Veiraletra-eiea •

IMM

very nice.
Was $10,995

&OP
ballerY

1995 Pontiac Grand

753-9132

$25,600
$12,975

Reduced

•
•
•
•
•

Sale Price

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #493. V-6, auto, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, burgandy

manufacturer's suggested retail

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

$9,995

loaded.
Was $27,495.00

"rk, - •
stip 1/.••

St. #99286.1. 4 door, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 12,000 miles

1998 GMC 2500 Pickup - St. #496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles
$17,995
1998 Silverado Z71 - St. #99163.1. Local, one owner, full power, only 21,000 miles.. . $21,500
1998 Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT - St. #990121. Local, one owner, full warranty, 24,100 miles, fully

UMW,ler

24 Hour
Service
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LET VS PUT YOU BEHIND
THE WHEEL OF A QUALITY
USED CAR OR TRUCK
1998
Neon -

YMCA works toward facility
I'm sitting at my computer terminal at home punching out this
week's article. Fortunately, I know
what it's going to be about (it's
kind of about why I became a
YMCA director).
It's just finding the time to put
it on paper. But you wouldn't
know about that, would you?
Tomorrow (yesterday, by the
time you read this) is the YMCA
annual meeting. The reason that
I'm writing the "Building Blocks"
at home is because I have spent
the whole day getting ready for
that annual meeting.
Designing and printing the program, downloading pictures that
Kelly Rogers and Judy Brookhiser so graciously scanned for me.
Making last minute reminder calls.
Double checking reservations and
equipment and so on.
I'm also putting together an
electronic presentation, highlighted by a virtual fly-through of a
prototype full-facility YMCA.
The meeting is our formal installation of the new board of directors. But, in actuality, I'm hoping
to energize the YMCA board, staff,
members and the Murray community.
Our keynote speaker, Brian Crall
can do that. He is a YMCA CEO
(from Owensboro), a Murray State
alumnus, former Racer QB and
currently a Kentucky state representative. He sees the vision from
the other side - from the side of
completion. This is what we can
have in Murray.
But that's next week's topic.
About two years ago a woman
entered our fitness facility. She
was overweight and carrying all
the baggage that goes with it, as
if the weight was not enough. She
found friendly, helpful people at
the YMCA. Kim wasn't just a
number; she was a person.
Brenda, Angie, Anne and numerous others offered kind words of
encouragement. They showed her
how to properly use the equipment and what pieces were most
useful for her. The YMCA's trained
staff offered advice on behavior
modification and types of exercise.
Kim knew when she walked
through the Y door that she would
be accepted for who she was. A
lot of people don't know that about
the YMCA or are intimidated for
some reason.
Kim hung on every suggestion,
applying more than just exercise
to her life. Pretty soon her bad
behaviors were replaced with good
ones.
There was no formal class or

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1999

WALLCOVERINGS

CAREY LIND

Wall aper

171odel7570 - $3399.00 includes lax (C 3 cards
MURRAY
Street
502-753-7575

519 South 12th

condition.
Was $12,495.00

$10,495

Sale Price

1995 Dodge Caravan - St. #99037.1. V-6, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 7 passenger seating
Reduced

Highway 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16
502-898-7301
1-800-599-USEW (8739)

•111=

MINI

INN

NMI

NM

1994 Chev. Beretta - St. #991311 . Local trade, very nice, great gas mileage

=II

$16
$1:9
28
85
5

1994 Chev. Camaro Convertible - St. #99196. Local trade, full power, extra sharp..

SUBSCRIBE
MIN

$6,995

1994

MN

Mazda P.U.- St. #52931. Local trade, auto., A/C, sharp

$6,285

1994 Dodge 3500 Cab/Chassis 4WD- St. #99276.1. V-10, auto.
1994 Dodge 1500 LWB ST- St. #99139.1. Blue/tan, V-8, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise
Reduced

$10,986
$7,784

1994 Dodge B250 Cony. Van - St. #98321.1. Burgandy, V-6, auto., NC,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
Reduced $7,995
1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup - st. #99086.1. Red, V-6, auto., PM, P/L, tilt
& cruise
$8,986
1993 Dodge Grand Caravan LE - St. #98295.1 Blue, V-6, auto., NC,PM,P/L, tilt & cruise.
$6,995
1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera - St. #99161.1 4 door, blue, V-6, auto , A/C, only 26,000
miles, extra, extra clean
$6,450
1992 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. #98547.1. Local, one owner, 87,242 miles, excellent

Get$10 Savings!
and shopping convenience when you
buy our new Spring & Summer Catalog
for Only $5.

condition.
Was $12,495

Stop by your Murray
JCPenney today!

$9,900
Reduced $5,285

Reduced

1989 Toyota P.U. 4x4 - St. #52951. Local trade, good condition
1986 Chevrolet Monte Carlo - St. #99191.1. V-8, white, only 54,000 miles, rear wheel drive
Reduced $2,995
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

Or call 1-800-222-2343 and

(**Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

ask for TA004-0238A

P't-P17't-iecf ,t7t771Pt-ief

to order your copy today!

our k through our secure web site wwwicpenney.com
Gift Certificates Available - Payments accepted on JCPenney accounts

Dodge
Gadge 'Fuchs

JCPer,11)1 2Y

RECIIIDEEMO
01999. J C Penney arnparry or'

a 1
Dodge

•
•

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

0
Plymouth

Jeep

2420 E. Wood St.,
Paris, TN
1
:C2
(901)642-3900 (E)TOYOTA
CHEVROLET
1-800-325-2??9
.„;) oictsmobtte.
•

•
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Settlement offered in case
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.(AP)
— The families of two girls
switched at birth are divided over
whether to accept a reported $4
million settlement offer from the
state.
Three-year-olds Rebecca Grace
Chittum and Ca!lie Marie Johnson would get $2 million over 25
years under the proposed deal by
the state of Virginia, which runs
the University of Virginia Medical Center, where the girls were

switched in 1995.
The woman raising CaHie Marie
has rejected the offer.
"It's not enough for these little girls," said Cynthia Johnson,
the lawyer for Paula Johnson. -Their
whole lives are screwed up."
W.T. Robey Ill, an attorney for
one of two sets of grandparents
who are raising the other girl,
called the offer "fair" and said an
agreement could be reached soon.
"It gives the child a college

Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations• Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes• Window Units
tlwned & Operated By •Carbon Monoxide Testing
753-9911
9307 State Ht.
(Wenn Irworey
24 hr. Emergency
91E Murray
1I o

HOLIDAY SPENDING
SQYOUR
UEBUDG
EZIN
G
ET?

k

education and financial security
for the balance of her life for
whatever needs she may have,"
Robey said.
Hoping to head off lawsuits
from the girls' families, the state
made the settlement offers in
December, state officials who
requested anonymity said in today's
editions of The Washington Post
and the Richmond Times-Dispatch.
If accepted, the state would
immediately pay $350,000 to the
families of each girl. When the
girls turn 18, they would each get
$50,000 a year for four years.
After that, they would get $100,000
annually for another three years.
Each would get single payments
of $400,000 at age 25 and $750,000
at age 30.
Investigators trying to determine how the switch happened
have cited more than three dozen
deficiencies in the maternity ward
and other locations at the hospital.
However, the Virginia Health
Department investigation failed to
determine how the girls were sent
home with the wrong mothers.
Investigators said the hospital was
sloppy or inconsistent in following important procedures, including those for using newborn ID
bands.
The hospital has changed the
way it bands infants. It now uses
an identification tag that is clamped
to the infant's umbilical cord, as
well as wrist and ankle bands.

let Vlieir/tia,
9egagee qeeit

By Pete

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER: Karen Olson looks
for just the right sentiment as she
chooses her Valentine's Day cards Tuesday in Murray.

EKG abnormalities could predict death
CHICAGO (AP) — Seemingly
minor abnormalities in electrocardiogram readings may be important in predicting death from heart
disease, researchers said today in
the Journal of the American Medical Association.

Electrocardiograms measure the
electrical impulses of the heart.
Men with repeated small abnormalities in a portion of their EKG
results called the ST-T wave segment were found to have an
increased risk of dying of heart trou-

The Whole Family Will Enjoy
This Week's Special!

Former Bankruptcy Welcome

•Large Bar•1300
•Fries
•Medium Drink

Q. HEIGHTS

Good
Thru
2/1 3/99

$
.
12

FINANCE CORP.

ble, the researchers reported.
Doctors have long been unsure
what to make of such abnormalities in patients with no other signs
of heart disease.
-Usually, they didn't consider
them important," said Dr. Youlian
Liao, one of the researchers. Liao,
a professor of preventive medicine at Loyola University in Chicago, said doctors should not ignore
even small abnormalities on EKGs.
The researchers studied 1,673
men who were 40 to 55 in 1957,
when they became part of a longterm heart-disease study. Abnormalities on three or more EKGs
increased their risk of death from
heart problems 2 1/2 times.

To Subscribe
,Call
753-1916

TJ's Bar•B•()

502-759-0310
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1304A Chestnut St. • Murray,KY 42071
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DISCOUNT
TOBACCO
POCKET

Easy Access!

IN/Vt.
IN THE BAKERY WV.
,

"Everything For The Smoker"
;14 NI \I\

HAD ,
t
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White or Chocolate Cupcakes

12 et. $4.99
48 ct. 15.98

'IA\0 ENTRANCES!
For sour Con‘enience
Front & Rear Parking

12" Chocolate Chip Message Cookies

$6.98

Valentine's Cupid Heart Cookies
Great For School Parties!

IN THE PRODUCE 4I

ea. 33°

40°

Cauliflower

2 heads $3.00

Red Delicious Apples

2 5 lb. bags $4.00

Yukon Gold Potatoes

2 5 lb. bags

FOR
SLAV ,11
LOOKS
MRSP
ORDER
BUT i't7
ON Ti

$3.00

IN THE MEATS *0
Fountain Sodas,Snacks, Coffee,
Cappuccino,Smoothie
Freezes...And Much Morel
Starting atlarSP

Fresh Whole Picnics
Center Cut Family Pak
Pork Chops
Jumbo Pak
Sirloin Strip Steak

Seating Area
For 14
For Your Convenience

lecS tid
oin of Premium
C1GARS...CIGARS CigarsWide Inclu
an
iniudo
LOTTO...LOTTO...LOTTO

lb $1.78
lb. $3.88

Party Trays starting at $9•9Ei

00°

so

Let Us Fix A Party Tray For Your Valentine's Party!
411,
Choose From...
Meat/Cheese, Salad, Sandwich, Vegetable/Relish,
•
Fruit Basket, Seafood and More!

If It Is Lotto...We Have It:
•Scratch Offs •Pull Tabs
•Pick Three
II Pick Five
•l'cp vitriviln0Ea'
While Shopping In Hazel...StoP By For A Break And Enjoy Nice Cold
Fountain Drinks While You Relax!

GAR

IN THE DELI

Premium Blended Pipe Tobacco

FULL LINE OF CHEWING TOBACCO AND SNUFF!

lb. 57'

41,
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DEAR ABBY
By Peter H. Gott, Ml)

LOOKING BACK

should avoid eating salt; in addition,
ask your doctor why you retain so
much fluid and whether there might
be a more appropriate substitute
drug. It seems to me that your physician ought to be taking a more interested and aggressive approach to
your problem.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Hypertension." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Three years ago
I had a benign brain tumor removed.
Before the operation, I needed
Dilantin because of seizures. The surgeon later stopped the medicine. Now
my neurologist has me taking the
drug again and says I should continue
it indefinitely. Follow-up CT scans
have shown no trouble and I've been
seizure-free. Do I really need to continue the medication?

DEAR ABBY: In Branson, Mo.,
DEAR DEBBIE:
Ten years ago
Mrs. Bobby Mitchell, is now takin the heartland of America, we flicts are painful Armed conto
remember.
legendary
Holland,
(Ty)
Preston
ing
basic training at Lackland Air
does
only
patriotism.
Not
female;
embrace
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 23,
As time has passed, many Amer- Murray High School football coach,
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
our community host the nation's icans have forgotten what
weigh 100 pounds and have a choleswas will be one of 26 inductees into
largest Veterans Day celebration -- accomplished
terol level of 260. My doctor says this
He volunteered for the service.
because
of
the the Kentucky High School AthHomecoming
we
honor
—
conVeterans
is a normal value Need I be
Births reported include a boy
sacrifices of the
veterans every day. Our Fourth armed forces members of our letic Association Hall of Fame at
cerned?
to Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Donald R.
to
ensure
our
Annual Homecoming (Nov. 5-11) comfort, freedom
DEAR READER: Definitely, yes.
Lockhart III, Dec. 16.
and well- Lexington on March 14.
was attended by more than 25,000 being. However,
cholesterol
Scottie Rice and
Orr,
Patrick
Your doctor is mistaken. A
we
must
never
Forty years ago
veterans, and we spared no effort to forget — or allow
level of 260 is unacceptably high for a
our children Kathy Musser were winners of the
Pfc. Joe E. Buchanan, son of
even
celebration
week
of
that
make
to forget
person of 23. Such an abnormal value
years past. erans, — our courageous vet- Murray Optimist Club Essay ConMr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Buchanan,
than
memorable
in
more
for
category
both on the battlefield test. They are seniors at Calloway
puts you in a high-risk
Veterans
Abby,
Branson
the
is
now
serving with the 35th
and behind the lines.
premature arteriosclerosis. Ideally,
Task Force is a nonprofit organiza- includes not only those of This County High School.
Artillery Battery Battalion of the
your cholesterol should be 200 milWorld
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Births reported include a girl
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War that
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lipoproteins
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ous military reunions and conven- a card, you can give the person
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double the dose of medicine "if you hand, if the seizures preceded the
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DEAR READER: You seem to have medical treatment. I am certain that
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ticipate in the special events and
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give
Mr. and Mrs. Charles White, Feb.
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Orlando, the Lennon Sisters, Mel phone call can
drug used for this condition, as well as
come
Mrs. R.A. Johnston, Mrs. Clyde
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DR.
hypertension.
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for
then
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on
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and Box Car Willie, to name only a becomes an interruption.
more powerful medicines available,
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They
in
few.
especially if your blood pressure is
a thank-you note can be
were elected as new officers of
the programs to let our veterans of re-read and saved — and read, dred weight for a total of
PETER
poorly controlled. To start with, you
many
all conflicts know they are truly become treasured keepsakes.
the Magazine Club at a meeting
$1,8435,885.25, according to 011ie
GOTT, M.D.
honored guests.
at the home of Mrs. Ben B. Keys.
Barnett, local market reporter.
Our goal is not only to honor
Roger Mitchell, son of Mr. and
those who have served, but also to
educate our youth regarding the
sacrifices veterans have made to
CONTRACT BRIDGE
preserve our freedom. An ongoing
educational program has been creToday is Wednesday, Feb. 10,
ated in our schools that includes
the 41th day of 1999. There are
recipients
me.py
of
Honor
Medal
as
American I lean
324 days left in the year.
gue* speakers.
Association.
So please, Abby, convey to veter- North dealer.
Fgnang Haan Dooms
Today's Highlight in History:
and if you do, East will run enough
and
ans everywhere that Branson, Mo., Both sides vulnerable.
Fifty years ago, on Feb. 10, 1949,
spades to set the contract.
honors American veterans every
NORTH
But when the deal occurred, Arthur Miller's play -Death of a
day!
4 10 6 3
South made three notrump. What's Salesman" opened at Broadway's
DEBBIE IKERD,
A K8
more, there was nothing the oppo- Morosco Theater.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
•AKQ6
nents could do about it.
On this date:
4A 7 3
Declarer began by cashing four
In 1763, France ceded Canada
WEST
EAST
diamonds, East discarding a club to England under the Treaty of Paris,
•J4
4 A Q9872 and a heart. Next came the A-K of which ended
the French and IndiQ 1093
V J6
hearts. East followed to the first an War.
DAILY COMICS
•9 7 5 4
• 10 2
heart, but had to discard a spaite,4
In 1840, Britain's Queen Vic4 1092
4KJ8
on the second one in order to proBLONDIE
toria married Prince Albert of SaxeSOUTH
tect his king of clubs.
•K5
By this time, South had taken Coburg-Gotha.
IF I WANT SOMETHING
NO, I'VE
AND THAT'S
In 1846, members of the Church
V
7
5
4
2
seven
tricks and the defense none.
SEEN WAITING
DONE AROUND HERE, I HAVE
W$-LAT I'VE KEN
•J 8 3
It was clear from East's discard of of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints,
TO DO IT mYSELP!!
WAITING C-012
Q654
a spade that he had relinquished a the Mormons, began an exodus from
The bidding:
spade winner in order to guard the Illinois to the west.
North East
South West
club king. East's remaining six
In 1933, the first singing
1•
1
Pass
Pass
cards therefore had to be the A-Qtelegram
was introduced by the
Dble
Pass
1 NT Pass
x-x ofspades and doubleton king of
Postal
Telegram
Co. in New York.
3 NT
clubs.
In 1942, the former French liner
Opening lead —jack of spades.
Accordingly, declarer next led
Assume you've arrived at three the ten of spades from dummy. Normandie capsized in New York
notrump on the bidding shown, East collected four spade tricks, Harbor a day after it caught fire
and West leads the jack of spades. but then had to lead a club, allow- while being refitted for the U.S.
East contributes the nine to the ing South to score the queen and Navy.
first trick, and you take the king. ace at the end to make his contract.
In 1942, RCA Victor presented
CATHY
How would you continue?
Note that East could not have Glenn Miller and his Orchestra
At first glance,it seems you are escaped the impending endplay by
faced with an impossible assign- taking the ace of spades at trick with a "gold record" for their
ins LOVE ucE is THE
KNO
ment.You have only eight tricks in one and returning a spade to recording of "Chattanooga Choo
SAME, BUT fAki
HAD NO SWEETHEART.
HAW NO SWEETHEART.
view,and the queen ofclubs is your declarer's king. In that case,South Choo," which had sold more than
cHAR&E-GARD LlcE HAS
BOUGHT VALENTINES
BOUGHT VALENTINES
NE,VER BEEN SO FULL.
sole hope for a ninth. However, would have proceeded as before, 1 million copies.
FOR MOM AND DAD.
FOR morn AND DAD,
In 1962, the Soviet Union
there is apparently no way ofscor- eventually throwing East into the
AUNTS AND UNCLES,
exchanged
captured American Uing
a
trick
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without
lead
with
dummy's
last
spade
to
COUSINS,
conceding a trick to the king first, achieve the same result.
2 pilot Francis Gary Powers for
DISTANT RELATNES,
Rudolph Ivanovich Abel, a SoviMARRIED WOMEN FRIENDS,
Tomorrow: Improving the odds.
et
spy held by the United States.
SINGLE WOMEN FRIENDS,
C 1999 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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In 1967, the 25th Amendment
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sion, went into effect.
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ITS A VALENTINE FOR
OUR TEACHER _SEE? I
DREW A GREAT BIG HEART..
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SHE'S A VEGETARIAN..
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16 Kiln
18 Swiss river
22 Weird
23 Ancient
Hebrew
measure
24 CBS senes
25 To be in debt
27 — of the
house
29 Lyric poem
30 Horse's
mouthpiece
35 Not so short
36 "She — Him
Wrong"
37 Sister of Zeus
38 — takes all
40 Capital of
Idaho
42 Mother of
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43 Tide type
44 Without
purpose
46 Limit
47 Sp woman
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Friday, February 12 & Saturday, February 13
Head To Heilig-Meyers For Low Prices
On A Huge Selection Of Home Furnishings, Plus:
•Decorative Accessories •Carpet •Electronics •Appliances •Seasonal Items •Jewelry
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All Living Room Furniture On Sale!
Save up to $60089
Buy A Swivel Rocker & Ottoman...
Get A Second One FREE!
All Motion Furniture On Sale!
Save up to $80099
All Bedroom Groups On Sale!
Save up to $400!
Great Selection Of Curio Cabinets!
Save up to MO!
Beautiful Dining Room Groups On Sale!
Save up to $420!
Stylish Dinettes On Sale!
Save up to $20095
!
All Washers, Dryers And Cooking Ranges On Sale!
Save up to $1100!
All Recliners On Sale!
Save up to $6199
Buy A Beautiful Berkline Recliner...
Get A Second One FREE!
Get A Luxury Extra Firm Or Pillow Top Set Of Bedding!
Prices start as low as $
417995 ea.
Sale Values In Every Department!Shop Early And Save!

NO

With
Approved
Credit.

NO

DOWN PAYMENT!
V5A

oVIS

Lekt.e±..•

Heilig-Meyers
Furniture
We reserve the right to limit quantities,0 Heidi.-Meyers Compan , 1999

If paid in full
by cash or
check within
90 days.

MEREST FOR 90 DAYSI
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE
Every item you buy from
I-Wig-Meyers comes with our money-back. nohassle Selistaction Guarantee If you aren't happy
with an item, whatever the reason, amply rattan ft
within 30 days for a full creckt, refund or exchange!
See gore for details.

Come Visit Us At
Our New Location!
Heilig-Meyers

AFurniture
stofr/
_9Ive tlat

Wal-Mart

641

tith,o
oor4.

4N

Check Us Out at 1410 N.
12th St....In Murray!

WIN!WIWI

WIN! 11111
Register Today!

9,500
SHOPPING SPREE!
See store for complete details!

FREE GIFT

4
42 r0
FREE Stylish Photo Album
Just For Stopping By!
Handsome photo album is perfect for
showcasing a lifetime of memories!
• No purchase necessary • 1 per family • Adults only
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Higgins to
be featured
on radio
Lorene Turner Higgins grew up
on the Tennessee River near Golden Pond.
The oldest of eight children,
she helped with family farming,
musseling, fishing and even the
rugged job of making railroad ties.
Renie took care of younger brothers and sisters, cooked, and washed
dishes when she was so small she
had to stand on a cane bottom
chair to reach the basin.
"I've been a mother all my
life," she said with a sigh and a
twinkle in her eye.
Her memories of life Between
the Rivers also include some daring escapades, including fleeing
federal lawmen who were shooting at her and her young husband,
Lawton. In later years, Lawton
described this and other moonshining exploits to his grandchildren.
"He told them we were the
Bonnie and Clyde of Golden Pond,"
Higgins declared.
Higgins tells stories from her
life Between the Rivers on the
11th segment of ,the radio series
Connecting People & Place, Feb.
11 at 6:30 p.m. and Feb. 13, at
6:30 a.m. on WKMS-FM. The station is 91.3 on the dial in Murray and 92.1 in Paducah.
Connecting People & Place is
sponsored by a grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council. The series
pays tribute to the rich cultural
heritage of the people and the
communities that used to be situated between the Cumberland and
Tennessee Rivers before that land
was seized and converted to a
national recreation area by the Tennessee Valley Authority.

February 1999

CIE12111111131
1.
10 11 12 13

15 ieIIII

VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER.
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT 911ANITTIES.

Heskett Chiropractic Center is hosting its Third Annual Doctor With a Heart Day" Feb. 11 from noon to 3 p.m. All services will be performed for a donation of five or more canned
goods which will be donated to Need Line. Pictured are
Cheryl Conner, Carmeleta Norvell, Kathie Gentry of Need
Line and Dr. Dennis Heskett.

LOW LOW '1PRICES
Chicken of the Sea

Tuna
CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
';11.a.
41

TERM

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

3.95%

$1000

9 Months

4.05%

$1000

p.

Pride of Ill. Corn or Green Beans
15 oz. Can

3For$11.00

Sunshine Bite Size or Chunk Dog Food

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
12 pk. 12 oz. can
Mt. Dew
Diet Pepsi,
6 pk. 20 oz. Btls.
Pepsi

1,117
2roc$5.00

Northern Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

18 Lb. Bag 411197

12 Months
18 Months

4.10%

$500

4.85%

Kelly

fKELLY
cafoo ‘'-

Ar44

974

Beef Stew

60 Months

Artist in residence, Constance
Alexander, conducts the interviews
and writes and edits the series.
WKMS and Vince Medlock provide technical support.
For more information about this
oral history project, contact Land
Between The Lakes Association at
1-800-455-5897.

24 oz. Can
Prepriced $1.69

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective February 9, 1999.

Chicken of the Sea Pink Salmon

Sweet 'N Low
4
120 Ct. Box 17

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky

nic r Ica lem
‘,..•sciat ion

oliPrepriced 89

it

For

38

14-3/4 oz. Can

II•

Campbell Tomato Soup

Kelly Chili w/Beans

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

U
.

.00

1

10-3/4 oz. Can it

For81.00i

QUALITY MEATS

Pork
Steaks

SHRIMPly
Delicious.

Country Style
Ribs
Pork
Cutlets

Fried Jumbo Shrimp
Nightly Through February.

88
91.29
*1.18

Lb.

Beef
Stew Meat

Lb.

100% Pure
Ground Chuck
Sliced Slab

Lb.

Bacon

*1.48
*1.28
9.19 Lb

Lb.

Lb.

FRESH PRODUCE
Fresh Green

Cabbage

Duttb e55enbatt5
Serving Down-Home Cookin' Cafeteria Style
OPEN 11:00 to 2:00 and 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday
1674 State Route 121 North • Murray, Kentucky 42074•(502)753-2348
1.7 Miles from the MSU Stadium on KY 121 North
nim

One Dollar Off 12 Piece Shrimp at

utch Czanbatus lip I

I This coupon is good for ONE Dollar off a 12 PIECE SHRIMP ENTREE order after 4:00 p.m
be presented alth order Not yeki with any other otter. coupon, c. Cliscount No copies accepted Otter mires February 27, 199t1 No Gash Value
I Coupon must1674
State Route 121 North • Murray, Kentucky 42074•(502)753-2348• Key-1/MI&T
s.

*NEMO.

•

111..11.

Fresh Crisp
Celery
Fresh Iceberg
Lettuce
Red Ripe Slicing
Tomatoes
‘
1111111101111111
.
1111111111111111111111111111/

58c
68°

Fresh Green
Lg. Stalk
Onions
3 Bunches
Fresh Crisp
Lg. Head
Radishes
1 Lb. Bag
e Wash. State U.S.D.A. Extra Fancy
Lb. 68" Red or Golden Del. Apples
Lb.

88°
68°
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Despite its lopsided nature, Tuesday's game against Christian Fellowship was a welcome sight for
the Murray High Lady Tigers.
Coming off a tough one-point
loss to crosstown rival Calloway
County, the Lady Tigers(17-7) were
in desperate need of a break.
That break came in the form
of an 84-20 double-counting District 4 win over CFS at the MHS
gymnasium.
But, according to Murray coach
Rechelle. Cadwell, the game was
about much more than the final

score.
'This was a good game for our
kids to play," Cadwell said. "At
this time of the year, it's nice to
have a game where you can relax
and play against a team like that
... We haven't had one of those
games this season."
Cadwell said Tuesday night
offered her squad the opportunity
to learn a lesson that goes beyond
the game of basketball.
"I look forward to playing this
game every year," she explained.
-They're great kids to be around
and they have such a great attitude.
"No matter what the score is,
they never get down ... They're
great role models for our region.

Lady Tigers 84, CFS 20
Murray
22 43 68 — 84
Heath
2 2 12 — 20
Murray (84)— Greene 17, Lawson 14,
Ray 9, Edwards 6, Alexander 6,
Trenholm 6, Adlich 6, D. Olive 6, Dunn
4, Starks 4, K. Olive 4. FG: 37-66. 3.
point FG: 5-15 (Greene 2, Trenholm
2, Ray). FT: 5-8. Rebounds: 45.
Record: 17-7.
CFS (20) — J. Davis 6, Davidson 5,
Rich 5, Knees 4. 3-point FG: 2-9
(Davidson, Rich). FT: 0-2. Rebounds:
NA. Record: 2-13.

We can learn a lot from them."
As for the game, the Lady
Tigers were able to put the game
out of reach with a 22-2 -run that
spanned the first quarter. Murray
owned a commanding 43-2 lead
at halftime.
Becky Greene, who scored a
game-high 17 points, opened the
scoring with a 3-point basket as
every Murray starter scored at least
once.
Christian Fellowship's only basket of the first half came on a
jumper from Heather Knees with
6:32 remaining in the opening
quarter.
Cadwell emptied the bench late
in the first period.
The Lady Tiger reserves would
score the next 10 points of the
contest, bridging the first and second quarters for a 29-2 advan-

tage.
Erika Trenholm led the Murray
assault with a pair of 3-pointers
while Misty Starks and Delanda
Olive also got into the scoring
column.
The Lady Tiger starters would
combine for the next 12 points
before Starks' jumper with six seconds left gave MHS the big halftime edge.
Murray claimed a 25-10 scoring advantage in the third quarter
as the Lady Tigers got points from
Greene, Whitney Ray, Angie
Edwards, Lindsay Lawson, Whitney Alexander and Kayla Olive.
Rachel Rich and Beth Davidson each hit a 3-point basket to
highlight the scoring for CFS.
The. Lady Tigers finished out
the victory by outscoring the Lady
Eagles 16-8 in the final eight minutes.
Alexander, Paige Adlich, Delanda Olive, Kayla Olive, and Alysia
Hood provided the scoring for
Murray in the fourth period.
Lawson followed Greene's lead
with. .14 points while Ray added
nine. Five Lady Tigers scored six
points each as MHS connected on
37 of66 shots from the field, including 5-of-15 from 3-point range
Murray was 5-of-8 from the free
throw line and collected 45
rebounds.

SPORTS
EDITOR

Racers seek
return to
familiar spot
in OVC

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Whitney Alexander dribbles past Christian Fellowship's Hope Winstead in the Lady Tigers' 84-20 Fourth District win Tuesday night at Murray High School.

KHSAA, state
board have
contentious
meeting
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Its
attorneys say the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association has
no duty — in fact, no authority
— to make schools obey a federal law that bans sex discrimination in education.
A written opinion to that effect
made for a contentious meeting
Tuesday between the Kentucky
Board of Education and KHSAA
officials.
The association, with 283 member schools, is the school board's
designated agent for managing high
school athletics. The board has been
prodding the KHSAA to do more
about alleged inequities in girls.
sports programs.
The association "serves at the
pleasure of the state Board of
Education and not the other way
around," school board member
Craig True told a trio of KHSAA
officials — Commissioner Louis
Stout, Assistant Commissioner
Brigid DeVries and Stan Steidel.
chairman of the association's 16member Board of Control.
It angered him that "we get a
letter from your lawyer telling us
what you don't have to do," said
True, of Fort Thomas.
Another school board member.
Jeffrey Mando of Covington, called
the opinion from a Lexington law
firm "offensive." He said it added
to a perception that the Board of
Control is a network of "good or
boys."
• See Page 38
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162-4895

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Bobby Smith puts up a shot in the paint against the defense of Christian Fellowship's Tim Klatt in Tuesday's Fourth District game at Murray High
School.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Tough defense and timely shooting was
enough to lift Christian Fellowship to a 6753 Fourth District victory over the Murray
High Tigers Tuesday night.
Pressure from the Eagles' defense forced
the Tigers (1-20) into some early mistakes
and contributed to a 16-10 deficit from which
they would never recover.
Josh Gibson provided the offensive spark
for CFS in the first quarter, hitting a jumper
and twb 3-pointers for eight of his 16 points.
Bobby Smith led a struggling Tiger offense
with four points in the opening period.
The Eagles (5-12) took control of the contest in the second quarter by outscoring Murray 17-8 for a 33-18 halftime advantage.
CFS opened its lead on the strength of an
11-6 run to open the quarter. Joe Davis and
Jon Sirey scored four points each during the
run as the Eagles led 27-16 with 2:37 to go
in the half.
The Tigers scored on a pair of free throws
from Trent Garland before CFS scored the
last six points of the half.
Murray started the second half with a flurry, using the press to force three Eagle
turnovers for a 9-0 run.
Markise Foster led the Tiger charge with
six points in the run as MH closed the gap
to just 33-27 with 5:48 remaiAing in the third
period.
But a three-point play from Jack Davis
and a layup by Joe Davis pushed the Christian Fellowship lead to 38-27.
Murray twice cut the CFS lead to single
digits over the next six minutes of action,
• See Page 3B

The Murray State Racers find
themselves in some unfamiliar territory these days.
With two straight losses, MSU
must now find a way to get
back on track in its quest to
return to the NCAA tournament.
Southeast Missouri should fit
the bill very well.
The Racers (21-4) host SEMO
(15-7) with the Ohio Valley Conference lead on the line Thursday night at 8 at the Regional
Special Events Center. MSU leads
the OVC at 13-1 while SEMO
is 12-2. Murray State also puts
its nation-leading 40-game home
streak on the line.
At first
glance, the MSU-SEMO
Racers game on
would
appear to KFVS at 8
Thursday's
Ohio
be more
Valley
Conference
than ready game against
Southfor SEMO east Missouri has been
with
a moved to 8 p.m. and
chance to will be televised live
right itself on KFVS Channel 12,
after
a the Murray State athdepartment
down letic
announced this mornweek.
ing. Seats are still
The available for the game
question and will be on sale at
is,
how the gate.
ready can
MSU be?
After a surprising loss at Tennessee-Martin Saturday and a
physically exhausting defeat at
Saint Louis Monday, the Racers
will have to be ready for a
SEMO team that will be looking to avenge a last-second 7170 loss to MSU at the Show
Me Center last month. Not to
mention the fact that the Indians would love to be the team
that ends Murray State's homecourt winning streak and puts
itself into place as a legitimate
OVC contender.
"It's really important that we
come out and play well Thursday," said Racer coach Tevester
Anderson after Monday's loss.
"We've got to get refocused on
winning the championship and
going to the NCAA Tournament."
And therein lies the yearly
goal and expectation at Murray
State. While there may be derailments along the way, the Racers always set their goals high,
with six trips to the "Big Dance"
this dee,ade. Anything less in
Racer country is looked upon as
a disappointment.
"I think our players will bounce
back; they've got a lot of resiliency," Anderson said.
Even the home winning streak,
while a source of pride for the
team, comes secondary to winning chappionships.
"We're not trying to protedt
the streak, we're trying to win
the OVC," said Reese, who
banked in a last-second leaner
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Racers' 40-Game Home Winning Streak On the Line for OVC Supremacy!
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OARD
Jane

Rogers

Ins.

"See me for all your family insurance needs "
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

7 5 3 - 96 27
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NBA STANDINGS
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
W
Pct
Philadelphia
3
0 1 000
Orlando
667
1
2
Boston
2 .5001
2
New Jersey
1
1 .5001
Washington
1
2 .333
Miami
1
3 2502
New York
0
2 .0002
Central Division
Milwaukee
0 1.000
2
Atlanta
1 .750
3
Detroit
1 .750
3
Indiana
1 .667
2
Charlotte
2 3331
1
Chicago
1
2 .3331
Toronto
2 .3331
1
Cleveland
3 0002
0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct
Utah
0 1 000
3
Houston
1
2
667
Minnesota
667
1
2
San Antonio
2
2 5001
Dallas
1
2 333
Vancouver
2 0002
0
Denver
0
3 000
Pacific Division
Seattle
3
0 1 000
L A Lakers
1
2
667
Phoenix
1
2
667
Sacramento
2
667
1
Portland
1
5001
1
L A Clippers
0
2 0002

GB
—
1
1/2
1/2
2
1/2
1/2
—
—
—
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

GB
—
1
1
1/2
2
1/2
3
—
1
1
1
1/2
1/2

Golden State
0
3 000
3
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee 91, Toronto 77
Philadelphia 90. Detroit 86
Boston 108, Miami 101
Minnesota 74, San Antonio 70
Atlanta 87, Chicago 71
Utah 90, Dallas 79
Sacramento 112, Phoenix 95
Seattle 90, Golden State 71
Wednesday's Games
Orlando at New Jersey, 630 p.m.
Cleveland at Charlotte. 6:30 p.m.
Washington at New York, 6:30 p.m.
Sacramento at Houston, 7:30 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at Denver, 8 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Vancouver, 9 p.m
Indiana at Portland, 9 p m.
Seattle at Golden State, 9:30 p.m
Thursday's Games
Toronto at Miami, 630 p.m
Charlotte at Atlanta, 6-30 p.m.
San Antonio at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m.
Orlando at Detroit, 6 30 p.m.
L.A Lakers at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Houston at Dallas, 7 30 p.m.
New Jersey at Milwaukee, 7:30 p.m.
New York at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Utah at Phoenix, 8 pm
Indiana at Vancouver. 9 p.m
Friday's Games
San Antonio at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Denver, 8 p m.
Utah at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.

MURRAY HIGH FOOTBALL AWARD WINNERS: Award winners at the recent Murray High football banquet were (front,
from left) Renaldo Hill, Adam Doss, Peyton Mastera, Nick Garvin, Thurman Foster, Markise Foster, Shane Andrus;(back, from
left) Richard Blalock, Lauren Miller, Justin Garland, Richard Fogle, Drew Henry, Thomas Olive, Jon Hedges, John David
Thieke, Matt Hinton and Tracy Ballard. The photo is being re-run today because of poor reproduction Saturday.

'Racers...
From Page 2B
to beat SEMO Jan. 14.
At this point, Murray State and
Southeast Missouri are the only
teams with a shot at the regularseason title. Third place Eastern Illinois is just 8-7, and visits MSU
Saturday.
"Thursday is big; if we're going
to have any hopes of going back
to the NCAA Tournament, we've

From Page 2B
"I know there are violations
out there" of the federal law,

IlTigerS.••
From Page 2B
but the Eagles responded each time
with easy baskets.
After Bobby Smith trimmed the
CFS lead to just 48-41 with 6:47
left, the Eagles took charge for
good with a 15-4 run over the
next 3 1/2 minutes for a 63-45
advantage.
The Tigers outscored CFS 104 to end the game, but it was not
enough as CFS completed the win.
Murray head coach Dan Hudson was unavailable for comment
immediately following the game.
St. Mary 51, Lakers 50
PADUCAH,Ky. -- A furious Calloway County rally in the game's
final minute fell short in a loss
to St. Mary Tuesday night.
The Lakers (12-10) faced a 4942 deficit with one minute remaining in the contest, but almost
pulled out a miracle win with
some clutch shooting.
Calloway's rally started when
Ben Underhill banked in a 3-point
basket to cut the St. Mary lead
to 49-45.
The Vikings (21-4) made one

St. Mary 51, Lakers 50

CFS 67, Tigers 53
Murray
10 18 37 — 53
CFS
16 33 48 — 67
Murray (53) — Smith 18, Foster 15,
Compton 8, Villaflor 6, Garland 4,
Workman 2. 3-point FG: 0. FT: 9-9.
Rebounds: NA. Record: 1-20.
CFS (67) — Klatt 16, Gibson 16, Joe
Davis 13, Jack Davis 9, Winstead 8,
Morrow 2, Sirey 2, Klope 1. FG: 27. 3point FG: 4 (Gibson 4). FT: 9-14.
Rebounds: NA. Record: 5-12.

Calloway
11 21 31 — 50
St Mary
8 23 33 — 51
Calloway (50) -- A. Wyatt 13,
Underhill 12, Tracy 11, Stubblefield
10, Harris 4. FG: 17. 3-point FG: 4
(A. Wyatt 2, Tracy, Underhill). FT: 1215. Rebounds: 23. Record: 12-10.
St. Mary (51) — Hosea 15, Crider 14,
Wurth 7, Guidry 5, Paxton 4, Hyberger
3, Warren 3. FG: 17. 3-point FG: 4-16
(Chder 2, Hosea, Guidry). FT: 13-17.
Rebounds: 21. Record: 21-4.

Propane Gas, Inc.
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011
tollfree 800-354-8050

767-9113

One Year
Guarantee
Gas Price
Financing Available

'vs
.00:0110
1130113
VOT TANIMeri

Fun lot the ENTIRE Fandl

HEArfIRIGHT PROMOTIONS

Than, Fri, Sat & Sun
ebruary 18, 19, 20 & 21, 1999
Fairgrounds and Civic Center
Jackson, West Tennessee

M
4
-C
Thc
130 Annual

!feATennessee

-1,Arftee• vee.ce, ery.
EmIIW 2311-a miffs.r
..Jcvevy rillorstala000
I c
a L_misrim oros,
Scott F..eattort
ESraid VV(so ea Ic I Am Ne

FREE Admission Thursday Night
To ALL Senior Citizens & Children Under 12
ow
T hursday - - Friday
Saturday - - - Sunday

Times:
4 p.m.-10
4 p.m.-10
10 a.m.-10
12 p.m.- 6

p.m
p.m
p.m
p.m

I ttttt sa•,• 0' MEE

'
Adt

Admission:
Adults
Children

$5.50
$2.50

Show info Contact:
(901) 584-7880 or (800) 225-7469

z7

I

TB*PL.C
(5
'

Continuing Education & Academic Outreach

CoonllanN tdacation COarSe8 Spring, 1999 I
Thursday Evenings
March 25-April 8

Lake Region

Julie Davis led the CPS attack
with six points while Davidson
and Rich each had five and Knees
four. The Lady Eagles were 9-of26 from the floor, including 2-of9 from behind the arc. CFS missed
both of its free throw attempts.
The Lady Tigers don't have
long to rest before Friday's contest at Marshall County, which
will decide matchups for the Fourth
District Tournament.

A win by Murray Friday night
will give Calloway the tournament's top seed. A Marshall County victory would force a coin flip
for the No. 1 seed.
"Friday's game is important
because it will prove to us that
we can play well against teams
like Marshall and Calloway," said
Cadwell. "We don't really care
who we play in the tournament
... It's going to be a tough bat
tle either way."

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Getting
Started with
Computers

load deader Is

From Page 28

ENS

I

Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan

■Lady Tigers...

AcGM.
Ow S. A0011

SAVE UP TO s500 PER YEAR ON GAS!

Need Money?

506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY

known as Title IX. "We need to
be proactive ... to see that there
are changes," Mando said.
Stout said schools are encouraged to comply with the 25-yearold law, which covers any school
receiving federal money, and soon
will be asked to sign affidavits of
compliance.
True told Stout the school board
only wanted the KHSAA to crack
down on schools flouting the law.
"This board was never asking you
to be the police force of the state,"
True said.
Aside from two people in the
Department of Education, the proposal had not been presented to
any of the agencies involved.
DeVries said.

Hyberger, Calloway's Austin Wyatt cling after inbounding
the ball.
was fouled on a 3-point attempt
Wyatt led Calloway with 13
with four seconds to go.
points while Underhill had 12 and
Wyatt made the first two foul Tracy added 11. The Lakers
hit
shots, but missed a third as the 17 field goals, including
four 3ball was batted out of bounds by pointers. CCHS hit 12 of 15
free
St. Mary.
throws and collected 23 rebounds.
The Lakers maintained possession with just under three seconds
The Lakers return to action Friremaining, but were called for tray- day at Graves County.

of two free throws for a five-point
advantage before Kyle Tracy
answered with another long range
bomb to pull the Lakers to within 50-48 with just 22 seconds left.
After a free throw by Nathan

it Pot 0' Gold

got to win Thursday and Saturday," said Racer forward Isaac
Spencer.
Reese, suffering the effects of
the flu Monday night, is fully
aware of what Thursday means
for the Racers.
"Thursday is very big; if we
win, then we'll have a two-game
lead (over SEMO)with three games
left," he said. "We're really looking forward to it.

Snappier Snap

Shots with
Adobe Photo Deluxe
Tuesday Evenings
February 23-March 30

Building a
Web Page
Wednesday Evenings
April 7-21

Folk
Daneing

Microsoft
Office '97

Thursday Evenings
March 25-April 29

Wednesday Evenings
February 17-April 14

Internet
& E-Mail

Calligraphy

Choice of Wednesday
Evenings
February 24, March 3,
10 or 24

Tuesday Evenings
March 23-April 13

Start Your
Genealogy
Now

Preserving
Your Family's
Memories

Choice of Thursday Morning,
February 18, 25, March 4 or 11

Tuesday and Saturday
February 23 & 27

CANLIE iS 500000 C09.i. TOwAlf!
CAB LECOMM offers you the best seat In the house for all
your favorite sporting events, movies, specials and theatrical performances!
CableComm is proud to be your local provider of ESPN

1:1451r4LtL*EION
when subscribing to basic, standard and Showtime.
Or a $7.99 1/431'ALLATiONI when subscribing to basic service.
Get a COOL I/FAL today and have a SIZ*4-11411 11101r thhiALlid
Franchise fees and taxes not included. Other restrictions may apply.
Offer Expires 2/211/99

CALL NOW!
753-5005

Connear
.0. -.h. -40

in Murray

'
0- -.0-.0,

-.0.

Understanding
Investments

Spanish For
Beginners

Thursday Evenings
March 25-May 6

Tuesday & Thursday
Evenings
February 23-Apri1 22

ACT Test Prep
Course

I.

Saturdays
February 27-April 3

I
For More Information Contact The Office 0
Of Conferences & Workshops
A

762-3662; 1-800-669-7654
dab (502)
1111MI MINN
NMI 11•11

.01

•
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BLE
612 South 9th St

Murray State vs. Southeast Missouri

753-57/9
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February 11 • Regional Special Events Ctr. • Murray, KY .8:00 p.m. CST
Last Time Out...

SLU hands Racers 2nd straight loss

Dis
cou
ri
BUILDING SUPPL

753-6656
Chestnut St.

Hwy 641 North Murray, KY
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 7 - 5; Sat. -

502-753-7229
Portable Buildings II Much

iffiwiTInrillilig
n
JP
.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brrinds
*Brake Service
•Transmission Service
*Cooling System Flush

507 S. 12th
rneo to Log Cabin

FIRST
VS.,

SHAD'
HARD

Five Points

Restaurant)

...For All Your Home Improvement Needs

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

Murray State's Isaac Spencer shoots In a crowd at Saint
Louis Monday night. Spencer scored a game high 18
points, but just two in the second half as the Racers
suffered their second straight loss, 62-51, at the Kiel
Center.

759-2265
Murray State's Aubrey Reese works his way into the
lane against Saint Louis' Jame!! Walker.

The Game
•Murray State (21-4, 13-10VC) looks to get back on the winning track
tonight when it hosts Southeast Missouri (15-7, 12-2 OVC) in a key Ohio
Valley Conference matchup. This is a battle of the undisputed top two
teams in the league.
*Murray State owns a one-game lead over the Indians in the league standings.
•MSU defeated SEMO 71-70 on Jan. 14 in Cape Girardeau, Mo., but it took
an Aubrey Reese shot with one-tenth of a second left. MSU led 48-33 at
halftime, only to see SEMO rally back and take the lead.
*With a win over the Indians, the Racers would take a big step toward winnings their sixth-straight OVC crown. Should the Racers follow a win over
SEMO with a win over Eastern Illinois on Saturday, they would clinch at
least a share of the title with two games to play.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

753-0006
Two Large
Two Toppings
owe
ry
r Carryout

1

Not valid with any offer Valid only at participating locations Customer
pays all argicable sales tax Additional =pings extra.

a

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE
EVERYDAY SPECIAL
All Movies

The Series

2 Night Rental

vi0E0 SUPER STORE
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Due owSTANDINGS
(Through games of Feb. 5)
OVC
ALL
Murray St.
13
0 21 2
SE Missouri
12
1 15 6
E. Illinois
7
7 12 12
Tennessee St.
6
7 9 12
Austin Peay
6
7 8 13
Middle Tenn.
6
7 8 16
Morehead St.
6
8 9 13
Tenn. Tech
5
8 9 12
Tenn.-Martin
3 10 5 15
E. Kentucky
2 11
3 18

Schedule &Results
Februaq
2
6
8
11
13
18
20
23
26
27

*SERIES: This is the 41st meeting between Murray State and Southeast
Missouri with the Racers leading the all-time series 28-12.
•MSU has won the last 13 straight games against the Indians.
•Southeast's last win in the series came in 1992 when it recorded an 80-75
victory.
•The last SEMO win in Murray came on Dec. 10,,1946 (47-44).

753-767
in Central
Shopping
Canter

Racer Update
•Murray State which has lost to UT Martin and Saint Louis coming into the
SEMO game, is coming off back-to-back losses for the first time since the
1996-97 season. In that season the Racers loss three straight games: at
TSU, Austin Peay and at Tech.
*LAST TIME OUT: Despite jumping out to a 19-9 lead in the first eight minutes, the Racers fell 62-51 at Saint Louis on Monday night. After trailing for
the next 14 minutes, the Racers took a 44-41 lead with 9:48 to play, only to
go the next four minutes without a point as the Billikens gradually pulled
away.
•Isaac Spencer led the Racers with 18-points and eight rebounds, followed
by Duane Virgil with 10. MSU was held to 37 percent shooting on the night
while committing 20 turnovers.

759-1529

Profession
Car, T

Eastern Kentucky
@Tennessee-Martin
Saint Louts
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
@Tennessee State
@Austin Peay

a

OVC Tournament
OVC Tournament
OVC Tournament
• All Times Central

7 30
730

pm
pm

706 pm

7.30 pm
pm
pm
745 pm

10 E

?eateek secOodiolla
Have you ever
had trouble
getting auto
insurance?

State Auto
National
Can Help!

• Location: Cape Girardeau MO
• School Enrollment: 8.500
• Nicknames: Indians
• Colors: Red & Black
• Arena: Show Me Center - Seats 7,000
• Head Coach: Gary Garner

Contact your
independent State
Auto agent today'

C utt
Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 7534451

IiTATL A1.1 (

Dam McNutt

West Kentucky
Properties

means better
grades!
Introductory
Special

Steve Durbin

New
New Style,
New Home...

includes Free Uniform

"1r

Cell Today'

IT 753-6111
t

Regional Special Events Center

we Blvd • Murray
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7:00
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TBA
TBA
TBA

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Principal Broker
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Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management
1315 Main Street• Murray, KY
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236
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Ad Deadlines

I /1.14.at

Publy-,h

$615 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Kurt.

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Timed.y
Wednesday
Thursday.
Friday
Saturday

IAU 334. Mai.st R. WWI.,6 Do.: Proud

52.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Use Ads $600 raramurn la day ar pa word pa day for each addsuoaal coasocuave day.
$2.00 extra for'
- (laes_ Claud-ads
taw
Ovule)$2.00 ems fa bled box ads

ust Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

ADJUSTMENTS

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

010

Legal Notice

Card of Thanks
NOW OPEN: Judy's Ceramics. Rte. 299 & Washer
Rd. Phone 489-6176. Register now for classes.
Cleaning, painting, etc.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 91-CI-178
FIRST COMMERCIAL BANK,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

SHADY HILLS RESORT,INC.,
HARBOUR COMPANIES,INC., ET AL.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered January 12, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
February 22, 1999, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning at an iron pin located in the west right-of-way of
Kentucky Highway 94, said pin also being located at the southwest corner of the Arthur C. Wallace property as described in
Book 155, Card 1869, in the Office of the Calloway County
Clerk; thence parallel with the right of way of Kentucky
Highway 94 South 02 degrees 05 minutes 54 seconds West for a
distance of 230.93 feet to a stake; thence parallel with the right
of way of Kentucky 94 South 05 degrees 56 minutes 36 seconds
West for a &stance of 216.31 feet to a stake; then& parallel with
the right of way of Kentucky Highway 94 South 06 degrees 57
minutes 36 seconds West for a distance of 169.59 feet to an iron
pin; thence North 67 degrees 43 minutes 06 seconds West for a
distance of 1502.80 feet to an iron pin, thence North 02 degrees
10 minutes 14 seconds West for a distance of 924.00 feet to an
iron pin set at the base of a 16-inch Hickory; thence South 62
degrees 02 minutes 04 seconds East for a distance of 1257.86
feet to a steel post; thence South 07 degrees 37 minutes 11 seconds West for a distance of 105.49 feet to a steel post; tirnce
South 64 degrees 06 minutes 23 seconds East 422.40 feet to the
point of beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Albert
McClain from Kenlake Marketing and Developing, Inc., by deed,
dated September 29, 1987, of record on Microfilm in Book 171,
Card 48, Catoway County Court Clerk's Office.
LESS AND EXCEPT Tract 1 of said property as recorded in
Deed Book 171, Page 907, containing 1.6667 acres. Property
conveyed to Shady Hills Resort, Inc. by deed dated November
26, 1987, of record on Microfilm in Book 171, Card 907,
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 3,0 days with
the purchaser.to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 21st day of January, 1999.
MAX W. PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99,
14yrs experience. Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001.
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town.
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262
Last and Found

LOST: Gold earring, round
oop. Lost Friday at Post
Office either in lobby or
parking lot. Reward Offered! 436-5999.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
You're loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060

060
Help Wanted

FULL TIME MEAT
CUTTER NEEDED
Benefit package av
Send resume to
P0.Box 1040H
Murray, Ky. 42071
FULL time Certified Dental
Assistant needed. Send
resume to: P.O.Box 1040
P. Murray, KY 42071.
FULL time Tennessee licensed physical therapy
assistant. Forward resume
and salary requirements
to: L.P.T.A., PO Box 756,
Camden, TN 38320.

EXPERIENCED, Experienced, Experienced waitress, Mon- Fri. Apply at
Pam's, 410 Main. No
phone calls please.

•fri,mv3WT2004-4?;%46WW.0
2 14-kZ1ZWZ54etWg'0•A-*=
,
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Dear Friends of Murray and Calloway County:
like to take this opportunity to thank you for your
A strongI would
support of the annual Christmas appeal of the Salvation
over the holiday season. In approximately 99 hours Of bent Army
ringing over 13 days, a total of$5019.19 was given.
A number oflocal groups and organizations the task ofstaffing
the kettle easy as well as a joy. Thanks goes to Kiwanis, Chi Alpha
of MSU, the Board of Directors of Needline and members of
„. Dexter-Hardin United Methodist church who gave of their time in
ringing the bell. In addition a large number of individual volunteers took the initiative to ring for an hour or two. We are espe-tTi cially grateful to Jerry Cooper, manager of Wal-Mart for allowing- k,
%‘4 US to set up the kettles at his store.
Eighty percent ofthe money given remains in Calloway County "k;
to be used for various service projects such as sending kids to the ,
Army's summer camp at Dale Hollow Lake, TN, providing the
meat for the Christmas baskets furnished by Needline, paying
t'•i‘ utility
bills for the needy and other needs that arise in the corn- v„
munity over the year. Twenty percent goes to the divisional head- $;?,
quarters in Louisville to help defray administrative costs.
•§'
Those wishing to give to the Salvation Army throughout the r?,
year may send their donations to:Crystal Ford, Salvation Army •k
Treasurer, c Io Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut
Street, Murray, KY 42071
Again on behalf of all those who will benefit from your gen- .
erosity, I say "Thank You." May God bless you.
Sincerely
Kerry L. Lambert, Chairman
Salvation Army Service Unit - Murray

10

060
help Warded

LOCAL medical office
looking for mature, energenetic, and dependable
person to do basic office
tasks. Must have good typing skills and be able to
work well with the public.
Position will be 12-16
hours per week. Please
send resume' with references to: P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, KY 42071.

Part time &Itill (into
Deli Worker. Part
lime moat xt rappor.
.\ppl in person.
Onens Food \lake(
\lain St.. NItirra
No 11

Calls

Please

Nelpittartted
AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNICIANS
Immediate openings. Must
have own tools. Ideal candidates will be ASE certified. Rate based on experience, 401(k) plan and
benefits. Apply to Terry
Mooney, Service Manager,
Peppers Chevrolet- Oldsmobile- Cadillac- Toyota,
2420 E. Wood Street, Paris, TN 38242.

AVON
Earn extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820.
IND/SLS/REP.
DRIVERS
Need 85 Drivers. Earn
ALTERATIONS
$30,000 1st Year. No Cost
HOUSE of Clothes, 5
'TAX
Ruth's See & Sew
Training If Qualified, No
miles west of Kirksey Hwy
753-6981
Experience
Necessary.
DEFERRED
464. Womens
Winter
Start Your Trucking Career
CONSIDERING Abortion'? Clothes 2 for $1.00.
ANNUITY
Today! 800-995-5832.
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
489-2243
6%
DRIVERS
NEEDED:
LOOK! Get your CDL and
INTEREST.
a great job. Train Locally
Guaranteed 5 years
Earn up to $800 or more
Monthly income
Get weekends off.
Eivailable!
1-800-398-9908.
EMPLOYMENT
100% reinsured!
The Purchaser Area Development District is
OPPORTUNITY
100% investment
Progressive local (regionaccepting applications for an individual with
grade assets!
al) telecommunications
credit lending capabilities to work as a loan
Substantial penalty
firm seeks qualified appliofficer in a team atmosphere with an expandfor early withdrawal.
cants with background in
ing business loan department.
telecommunications operMc:Connell
ations, telecommunicaResponsibilities include, but are not limited
Insurance
tions construction, or electo: assisting businesses in the lending process
Murray, KY
tronics. Resumes acceptwith strong credit skills and a solid undered until May 8, 1999. No
753-4199
standing of commercial loan analysis, processphone calls please. Respond to Operations Deing/compiling of loan applications, preparing
FOR Good Clean Fun,
partment, West Kentucky
closing documents, servicing and portfolio
Stop by
Rural Telephone CooperaCORNER POCKETS in tive. P.O.Box 649, Maymanagement, and curriculum development for
Almo Heights. Formerly
field, KY 42066-0649.
workshops and seminars. A bachelor's degree
Thweatt's Service Station.
EXPERIENCED Roofers
in a business related field is required. Salary is
There's games for all ages
for local commercial and
commensurate based upon experience.
including pool. There's
residential work. Minimum
even snacks
The PADD offers an attractive compensaexperience- 3 years. RefOpen every evening extion package and a challenging career opportuerences required $12.00
cept Wednesday and
to $20.00 per hour. 502nity. Send resume and cover to PADD, BL
Sunday We even book
753-5976 or 800-844Department, P.O. Box 588. Mayfield, KY
parties_
4921. Call Sam-4pm Mon42066. Applications will be accepted until
day through Friday ONLY
PIF1OUETTE FASHIONS
position is filled. The PADD is an EOE.
Alterations & custom sew- Equal Opportunity Employer.
ing. 767-0579.

LOAN OFFICER

The family of Homer L. Lusk Sr.
would like to extend our heartfelt
thanks for the prayers, visits, flowers, food, cards and other sympathies shown during the loss of our
loved one. A special thanks to Dr.
Ahmada, Dr. Michael Adams and
their staff, all the nurses on 2nd,
3rd & ICCU MCCH, Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home, Bro.
Dennis Novell, Bro. Glynn Orr,
Ladies of Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, ladies of Poplar Springs
Baptist Church and Choir. Your
prayers and God's love will help us
to continue to endure our loss. May
God bless each ofyou with a special
blessing.

-Card of critartics

Tobacco Workers Needed
3/8/99

12/8/99

75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local
recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$7.00/hr. - cutting/housing, $5.92/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-3-99 to 1-3-00
4-21-99 to 12-15-99
7-20-99 to 12-15-99
7-20-99 to 2-1-00
Wage $6.28 to $7.00 per hour,

3/4 conirsact
guaranteed. All tools and equipment furnished.
Housing provided for workers beyond commuting area. Transportation and subsistence pay
after'50% of contract complete.
Contact: KENTUCKY OR TENNESSEE
DEPT. OF LABOR
Mattel, Inc., the world's leading play company,
has an opening for a Systems Operator at its
Murray, Kentucky Manufacturing/Distribution
Facility. Skills required are: Minimum of oneyear AS/400 experience. Working knowledge
of windows and Microsoft office products.
Ability to work independently Tuesday through
Friday from 12 midnight - 10:00 a.m. Salary
range in the low 20's. Mattel, Inc. offers a comprehensive salary and benefits program in a
progressive environment. Please send a resume
indicating current salary to:

MATTEL,INC.
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E.
MURRAY,KY 42071
FAX NUMBER - 502-767-1304
E-MAIL ADDRESS.
FOLEYLIN@MATTEL.COM
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
WF/V/D

HENRY County Medical
Center has full time R.N.
positions available on
Psych, 7a-7p, & 7p-7a and
Med- Surg. 7p-7a. Apply in
Human Resources, MonFri, 8am-3p. We offer an
excellent benefit package.
EOE.
INSTALLATION
Technician
Need individual for cellular
and two-way installations.
Installation experience a
plus. Computer knowledge
preferred. Excellent benefits. Salary based upon experience_ Send resume to:
Wood Communications
P.O.Box 716
417-421 W. Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, TN 38281
800-489-4793 or Fax resume to: 901-885-6500.
NOW hinng waitresses ,
dancers & floor managers
at the Foxy Lady, Paris,
TN. For more information
call 901-642-6177 or 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.
NURSE practitioner or
physicians assistant position available for busy family practice. Phone for
more info. 502-527-8331
or fax resume ot 502-5271476.
MURRAY
Daycare
is
seeking a mature dependable person for apprx 3035hrs a week. Call 7537359.
PART time help needed at
Curves for Women. Must
be able to work Thursday
evenings, every other Saturday 9-1. and fill in on
day shift when needed
Apply in person at 1608 St
Rt 121 Bypass
PART time receptionist
needed
@
Sportable
Scoreboards, M-F, 9am1:30pm,
answering
phones, greeting customers/ visitors, filing, etc For
more details call Becky 0
759-1600.

Journey Lineworker
The Murray Electric System is now taking applications for (1) one, first-class journey lineworker. Responsibilities include working on poles or
steel structures, climbing or working out of aerial devices in the construction, maintenance,
and operations of overhead and underground
electric systems to inspect, repair, and maintain
system. Requirements for this position are as
follows: high school or general education diploma, four years of related experience, which
must include the successful completion of an
approved 4 year apprentice program.
Applicants must hold a Class A, CDL Drivers
License, with airbrake endorsement, capable of
transferring to the state of Kentucky.
Experience with working for a municipal oi
cooperative utility is a preference. Excellent
salary range, with an impressive benefit package. Contact Mike Wilson, Murray Electnc
System,(502) 762-1713, EOE.

rirchasmg

(BRIGGS & STRATTON

BRIGGS 8 STRATTON CORPORATION, the world s largest producer for
o4ed0Or power equipment currently has an excellent career opportunity in
nts SmaN Engine Drinsion tor a progressive IrldYldUal who shares our
commitment to produce quality products This position sri be located r
Murray, Kentucky.

DIVISION
PURCHASING
MANAGER
The successful candidate wilt be under the worm direction of and reports
to the Small Engine Division Vice President and General Manager The

SEC Purchasing Manager vnl be responsible for the approval and coned
of the purchasing function of the Division. Obtains rnatenes Iran smok-

ers at the lowest cost consistent *nth consideration of quality. relsabattof
source and urgency of need Studies market trends Intennews vendors
and recommends suppliers and schedules deliveries Superinses preparation of orders and follows tep orders to expedite delivery and shipment
°Diens certification of cielNerr and approves l'woKes
tor Parnell Pa,
"
Wanes in vendor surveys and certificatnns Makes recommendations
for reduced costs and improved dually Deveioos departmental longrange dens and Seneca as the SEC Purchasng Count.' nerrowitaaw.
Direct reports include Buyers and Purchasing Secretary
Ouakhcations'dude'
• Bachelor's degree rewired, advanced degree preferred
5-7 years of Purchasing expenence at a high volume.
manufaclunng armament rewired
• Experience developing and imprwing purchasing systems
to prepare and meant technical informsbon
Ability to independent,inlets protects and carry thraqh to
compiebon
• Ability to coordinate and organize multiple pnonbes
simultaneously
%caves excellent verbal. Wain and unterpersdial slues to

communicate eftectivhy sith diverse groups of people
We offer a comprehensive salary and benefits package If you meet raw
reowernents and would lice to pin Briggs I Strehon's rnanufactuono
two send resume and complete salary Weary at confidence to the at
dress Wow No phone calls demo
ATTENTION: Doug Necking
Briggs firstion Corporation

110 Man Street
Murray. KY 42071
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For Rent

RESIDENTIAL/ recreational staff to work with developmentally disabled adults
nights, weekends, holiJays. Wages start $6/hr.
Benefits- 401K, medical/
dental full time employees
Apply Community Alternatives 6145 Symsonia Hwy,
Symsonia, KY 42082
Phone 527-2255. Cnme
checks conducted.
E0E/M/F/DN.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime grill cook
Please apply in person
926 S 12th St, Murray
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has several full-time inside
sales positions available
Hours are M-F Sam-5pm
Call Charlene in Sales after 3 33pm 759-1600
070
Dome* &
Childcare

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.
PRIVATE DUTY
NURSING
In your home, hospital or
in a provided residential
home.
Experienced. Certified.
References
24 hour service, 7 days a
week.
489-2763 or 489-2753

BABYSITTER needed in
my home. 436-2481.
BABYSITTING
in
my
home. References. Daytime only. 753-4287.
CLEANING houses is my
business.. Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553.

MARKETING in herbal,
botanical, skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products. Unlimited income.
Call Pam Perry,
502-522-8758.

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and have own insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
Earn $12,000-$16,000 or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times,
between 8am-12pm at 753-1916.

iV_ht
4--4CARPET & FLOOR COVERIN
You've tried the rest, now come to the best! If you're
tired of not getting the service you paid for, come let
the Knights take care of you. 56 years combined experience and product guarantees means you gAti NQI
go wrong with us. We're not happy until you're happy!
Jim Knight
Murray
Jay Knight
Tom
Taykx
Rd
Mitch
Knight
'
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 Miles South of
Knight's
Murray to Tom Taylor Road. Right
1500 yards.
Hazei KY

753-7728

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Crass)
Recipe For A Beautiful Home...,
Fine Fulmishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
•Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

Y700.0 SIC 144
Downtown
Murray

I

YOGI've
Free
Financing

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
acoording to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of hearth.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toil free:
1-800-455-4199

BUSINESS
FOR SALE
Master Tire Serv.
753-7342
759-1777
BUSINESS FOR SALEGreat Client Base near
MSU campus, training included, inventory sold sepbelow
arately Priced
$70,000. Call Barbara at
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Realtors 502-753-1498 ext
105. MLS#4000954
120

0:161pitiwit
BROTHER 5600 word processor, used one year,
$150. With computer disk,
$225. 489-2577.
"COMPUTERS are entertaining, educational and
useful for numerous tasks
such as creating greeting
cards, typing letters or reports, and managing money. Get on the world wide
web with a Hawkins Research computer. Get
ninety days same as cash
financing with payments
equal to $11.23 per week
at Hawkins Research, Inc.
Used computers available1304 Chestnut Street,
Murray, Kentucky- 502753-7001."

CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
WANTED: Riding mowers,
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work. 436-2867.
150
Mats
For Sale
$9,000 VALUE double
crypt at Murray Memonal
Gardens for $5,000. 502753-7394 after 5:30pm.
1984 CROWN Victorian
less than 51,xxx miles.
New lawn mower, and one
used Ryder mower. 1101
Apartment A, Circarama
Drive.
30 GAL. aquarium with
guppies $75. Hoover vacuum cleaner, $50. Exercise bike $25. 767-0197.
ASHLEY fireplace insert,
excellent condition! Variable speed blower, catalytic
combustor. $800 negotiable. 759-1890.
CAVALIER wall heater 2
stack, Pella folding wooden door. Call 753-1388 after 6pm.
FOR sale: Nordic Rider
exercise machine, daybed
w/mattress, white student
desk & chair, prom dresses size 5/6, 1 black, 1
white. Call 753-4801.
FOR Sale: T-Shirt press
for transfers. National
Brand, top of the line,
w/heat set & timer, hardly
used. Perfect condition,
$450. Call 474-8704 after
5pm.
NORDIC Trak exercise
machine, Singer sewing
machine & a Big Green
Machine. 753-8697.
OLD couch for sale
Cheap! $25.00 Will make it
yours. Call 759-9215.
PROM dresses, garters,
shoes, jewelry &
tuxedo rentals.
Merle Norman
98 W 5th St
Benton, KY
502-527-8899

COUCH & chair, 3yrs old,
$400. 753-6980
DINETTE set, Pine table
w/2 leaves, four chairs.
759-9874
DINING table with 4
chairs, $200 435-4330
FUTON bunk bed, 1 year
old, $250 435-4330.
QUEEN size tubular waterbed, twin size box
springs & mattress Both
like new. 753-5136.
THOMASVILLE bedroom
group, tea cart, cocktail &
end tables, rugs, washer &
r. 753-4097.
WHITE kitchen table with
butcher block top and 4
chairs. Days 753-4563,
nights 759-3366 ask for
Mike.
190

EfeniMinle

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
COMMERCIAL building
over 1800sq ft., 3 overhead doors. Location, 5
points More information,
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140
SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509
For Rent
1 BEDROOM Apt. for ren
close to college $250/mo
759-4138.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109

2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR. 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances Call Mur-Cal 7534444
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536
2BR, 2 bath, garage, appliances, gas utilities, deck,
built in 1998 903-A North
20th $600/mo, no pets.
436-2834
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR apartment at 703 S.
4th St, good condition,
new carpet, refrigerator &
stove furnished. $300/mo
with $300 deposit. 1 year
lease. Call 753-0839.
3BR DUPLEX, all appliances furnished, central h/a.
753-7947
4BR, 21/2 bath Town
house, 1217 North 16th.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.

1150' HARD hose irrigation system w/pump. Excellent condition, used in
Dark Fired tobacco production.
502-466-3372
VALLEYWOOD,
1403B
nights only.
2br, 1 bath, large closets,
kitchen/dining area, Irving
200
room,
w/d hook-up, utility
Equipment
area, stove, refrigerator,
WEIDER Pro Home gym dishwasher, carport, gaAVAILABLE NOW
bench, leg, & military rage size storage building
2 bedroom apartment, all
in
rear.
de$450
$450/mo
press and lat. pull.
posit, 1 year minimum appliances included w/d.
767-0016 after 5.
lease, no pets. You must $475/mo 1 year lease.
753-4573 or 767-0102.
care for 1/2 yard. 7533018 753-6147 leave mes- EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
sage.
$30.00 a rick delivered.
furnished, including w/d,
apartment
1BR
across $375/mo, lyr lease, 1 mo
753-4980.
street from MSU. Unfur- deposit, No pets.
STOVE wood-seasoned nished, has
w/d, no pets,
753-2905.
and green wood, $20/rick,
lyr lease. More informa- HAZEL Apartments,
1st &
U-haul. 753-4109.
tion, Rogers Enterprises, Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
753-5140, night 767-9230. now taking applications for
1BR apartment, no pets, immediate
occupancy.
near campus. 753-5980.
Call 492-8721 TDD#
PIANO or organ lessons 1BR apt available, all ap1-300-247-2510 Equal
Prefer older beginners and pliances furnished. MurHousing Opportunity.
adults. 753-1810
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR close to university MODERN 2br apartment
Northwood
Drive.
and hospital, some utilities on
Lease, deposit, no pets.
paid. 753-8756.
753-5992.
NO down payment to 1BR duplex near downUnfurnished. NEW 3br Condoplex, all
qualified buyer. Lot with town.
well and septic. 767-9435. $285/mo with deposit. 1Yr appliances, central h/a.
Now taking applicants for
lease. No pets. 753-3913.
rent 03/01/99, lyr lease.
1BR,
$200/mo.
near
MSU,
Home
. Fore*
759-9835 or 753-0834.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 31994, 16x80 BUCCA 1BR, near MSU, utilities
4br house w/washer & dryNEER, excellent condition furnished. Coleman RE
er, furnished, near MSU.
759-4118.
753-0506
2 BEDROOM roomy du- Inquire at 1210 Main St.
1998, 16x80, 3BR, 2 bath,
plex, Northwood Subdivi- 753-1252 before 5pm.
extra nice. Must sell! 759sion. Good closet space, 753-0606 after 5pm.
3176 after 5.
central h/a, refrigerator,
28R, 2 bath on large corNOW taking applications
and dishwasher,
ner lot, 2 carport, 2 decks, stove
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
washer/ dryer hookup.
2 sheds, satellite. Sell beApply at Mur-Cal ApartCarport $425 a month plus
low appraised value 28K.
ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
deposit. No pets. 753171 Post Oak Drive.
Equal Housing Opportuni4487 leave a message.
753-6275.
ty. 759-4984. TDD# 1-8004BR Mobile Home with the 2BR apt, central h/a. Wis- 247-2510.
land its on. East of Murray. well Rd, $350 rent & de RED
OAKS
APARTposit. 753-3415 or 753$8,000 obo. 759-4401.
MENTS: Make it your
7123.
CREDIT problems? Been
home! Great 1 or 2br
turned down? Don't think 2BR Duplex at 1304-A apartments with great
Valleywood.
$375/mo
you can buy a home?
price, central h/a, laundry
759-4406
Don't give up, call
facilities. Office hours
2BR
duplex
refrigstove
&
Wilson Home Center, 641
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
erator, Almo Heights. $250
N., Murray, KY.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
deposit.
rent.
489$275
1-800-540-7956.
Housing Opportunity.
2918.
MOBILE HOME REPAIRS
Dealer and Factory
trained, 10yrs experience.
502-753-1001
MUST sell and be moved!
1978 Redman Double
wide, 28'x60', all appliances, and etc. $15,000. Call
753-7108 after 4:30pm.
NEW Year, New Goal, inventory clearance sale.
Must make room for the all
new 1999 homes now arriving! Come early for best
206 S. 6th
deals.
Wilson Home Center,
Hwy 641 N., Murray, KY
1-800-540-7956.

INCOME TAX

• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

'753-810'?

Keep your
computer in

SALE! SALE! SALE!
Feb. 12th, 13th, & 14th
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
Over 60 new & used
homes. Hwy 79 E. Paris,
TN. 1-800-642-4891

3PC living room suite,
blue cloth, $500 4354330.
7 PIECE formal dining
room with china hutch,
$1400 obo. Imported from
Germany. 753-1072.
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk Call 753-4663.

SMALL 2br new campus, FOR sale Large rolls
grass hay, $25/roll 492no pets. 753-5980.
VERY roomy 2br. 2 bath 8790
MIXED grass hay, round
and square bales 4354301
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteand
professional
LARGE bedroom in pleas- ous
ant home Share large liv- agents at 753-1222 or stop
ing room, kitchen, & bath, by our office at 711 Main
w/d, salellite N., $170 util- RENTAL property, 2 & 4br
houses located within
ities inouded 753-9211
walking distance of UniverSLEEPING
MOM
sity. Ph 753-1040
$150/MO Coleman RE,
753-9898
340
For Rani
1/2 ACRE lot, has well and
1YR olc,i, 3br, 2 bath home septic, north end of town,
10 minutes from Murray
$660/mo. Mur-Cal Realty
Call after 5pm 759-4008
753-4444
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo. lyr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets 7532905.
330
For Rent

2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
& deposit required.
-.753-4109.
2BR, gas heat, extremely
low utilities. 415 S 10th.
Call 759-4696.
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath
house in town. No pets,
$375 mo, deposit & references required. Available
March 1s1,.. 759-1519.
house,
3BR
garage,
fenced in yard, central h/a,
no pets, near campus.
$500/mo plus deposit.
502-527-8585
3BR, 1 bath, brick, 1 car
attached garage. Sycamore
A',
Woodlawn.
$495/mo plus security deposit, no dogs. 474-2520.
3BR, 2 bath house. Located at 9909 State Route
121 N, $500/mo plus deposit. Available 2/3/99.
489-2296.
3BR, 2 bath, big yard.
$525/mo. 9,31-642-0784.
COTTAGE located near
lake area. Serious inquiries only. 474-8056.
HOUSE in country. 3BR, 1
bath, large living room,
kitchen and utility with carport. Gas central h/a,
$385/mo plus deposit,
garbage p.11. included. Call
435-4485 after 5pm.
LARGE 4br. 2 bath home,
only 2 blocks from MSU.
$650/mo lease possible.
759-5967.
PANORAMA Shores- 2br.
1 bath, lakefront, central
h/a. Partially furnished, references required. Available 03/01/99. $400/mo
plus deposit.
436-2136

TURN that Tax Refund into a down payment on
your new dream home
Wilson Home Center,
Hwy 641N Murray, KY
1-800-540-7956

call the

Tettrapstiapidelisf
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training & Installation
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

Moran:Rentals

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910

AVAILABLE immediately
north of Murray. 767-9435

await
NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes
and prices Furnished or
unfurnished. paid utilities
PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633. 436-2856 evenings

Four Star Mobile Home a
Parts & Service
K-Rok Underpinning
Vinyl Underpinning
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roofs

83015.00

21.69 per sq rt instaiied

Combination Door

Treated Decks
w/completed handrails

11235.00
Single Blank Door

6x10.

$120.00

10x20

Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

10x50

$425.00
$1100.00
$2700.00

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy. 501-492-8488

15.5 ACRES, 4br home, a
very nice horse farm with
pasture, barns, springs
and creeks. Reduced to
$67,500, easy terms. 7539302, must sell.

COUNTRY
FEEL,
CLOSE BY. Enjoy this
3 bedroom. 2 bath home
with small acreage, partially fenced, outbuilding with electric and
more. Near town, call
Shalisha or Wilma
today.
RIGHT
SPOT
RENTAL PROPERTY. Near MSU, priced
right, 3 units with positive cash flow. Good
rental history. Priced in
the 60's. Call today for
an appointment to see
this money maker.

coLoweLL
BANKelit Li
WOODS &
1 IATE
414 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
753-1651

Amage
5 TO 275 acres, owner Ii
nancing possible. Coldwa
ter. 489-2116 or.753-1300.
For Ws
2150SQ ft, Cape Cod on
1/2 acre wooded lot, deadend street. 4BR, 21/2 bath,
great room w/bay window,
view of creek/ pasture,
Pella windows. Sherwood
Forest. $132,900.
759-9268.

2BR, gas heat, carport,
utility room, refrigerator.
stove. $34,900. 415 So.
10th. 759-4696 or 4354602
3BR, 2 bath brick, hardwood floors, immediate
poss. 3 miles from Murray.
$65.000. 753-9711
3BR, 21/2 baths, new appliances & carpet, on 2
landscaped lots. 1413
Dudley. 753-8136, 7539235.

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Cornrnerdal
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Lkensed & Insured

M & T Painting

502-759-4979

Units
Available

All Size

753-3853
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.

Lots For Sale

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Financing available by Murray Estates
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 (Toll Free)
502-435-4487

E-mail: carolwood@men.com
CREEK VIEW
Self-storage viiarehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-3;40/mo.
759-4081

EASTSIDE

Wholesale
Utility Sheds
4]E14-8 04
Special -8z8 • 185

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has ur its available 753-2905 or 7537536

All sheds are FOR site Choice of brown or charcoal
black shingles All exterior wood is treated for
weather resistance ()Minns and prices are avaulable
upon request including windows, double doors on
eight foot wide buildings, vents. ramps. shelves,
lofts
°Pm rs

s•Apn-I to rhearv

ole.re

BIJR,DINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

1

AKC
Boston
Terriers.
shots & wormed, perfect
markings $225 436-2113
AKC Labrador retriever
puppies, champion blood
line, priced to sell fast!
$125 each, free delivery.
436-2867
AKC registered Shih Tzu,
starting at $150. 43.7-4875.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years_ 436-2858.
FREE to good home:
Black Pit Bull mix, sweet
and very gentle. Good
guard dog also. Call 4892869 or 759-1837.
REGISTERED black Lab,
10 weeks old, female. Call
437-4472.
SHELTIES, (toy Collies).
AKC sable & white.
502-354-8211.

3BR, 2 ba
2 years ol
miles
n
$89,200. 7
3BR, 2 I
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8626, 9313BR, 2 bat
1994, 4 mi
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502-753-41
NICE start
recently re'
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PRICE RE
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etta Jobs
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MLS#4000c

1997 KAW1
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Now scheduling winter

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Pets & Supplies

"STOP"

ForSaie

BELOW APPRAISED
VALUE. 6 bedroom, 3
1/2 bath home situated
on two plus acres South
of Murray. Built to
accommodate two families. Separate entrance
for in-law suite or extra
income.
Priced
at
$124,900.

work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

Top Shape

Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

2PC living room group.
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663

k 1 Supplies

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE

SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
STRAW
for
sale, (3) 2BR, quiet country seting. 474-8027 ask for
$2.00/bale 435-4113.
WHEELCHAIR,
potty Beverlye.
chair, walker, and tread- 12X70, 2BR, 11/2 baths on
1/2 acre lot, $260/mo.
mill. 8 a.m.-8 p m.
753-6012.
474-8333
WOLFE tanning bed. $800 14X70 2br, 2 bath, water,
492-8844
obo.
after trash p/u, nice. 492-8488.
5'30pm.
2BR, 11/2 bath. 753-8582.
NICE 2br trailer, no pets
753-9866
WASHER & dryer, runs
good $125 pair
759-9677
160
Herne Furnishings

For Rant

"Paul Lamb"
502-436-2269
IL -800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & insured- 14 Hr. Service

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
large or small.
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Bruce green
Building Cow:actor, Inc.
PEACOCKS for sale $20
each Call Gary 759-1983

(502)753-8343
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Choy' vat
350, $75t.

•

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

460
Homes FOf Sale

dte
iy.
P2
13
3-

imk

3614, 2 bath, iarge rooms.
2 years old. 9/10 acre, 4
miles
north
Murray.
$89,200. 762-0144
3BR, 2 bath, patio on
12/10 acres. Anderson
Shores, $35,000 4748626, 931-721-3575.
3BR, 2 bath, ranch, built in
1994, 4 miles northwest ot
Murray. Call 748-5900.
Price $82,000.
3BR, 2 bath, brick maintenance free home, in the
$70's. 753-8245.
4BR Farm House, new
windows & doors. 3 acres
with barn, $50,000. Velda
Miller, Grey's Properties
759-2001, 489-2226 nite
or weekends,
BY OWNER
4Br, 31/2 baths 4000st
home, 10 rooms, 10 closets, large TV/entertainment room, great room
wThreplace, den w/fireplace, large recreation
room, many upgrades
throughout, large deck
gazebo/ hot tub, 3 lots (approx. 1 acre). Sherw000
Forest,
$199,000 Will
consider trade for smallei
house (1500- 2000 sf).
753-4882
EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
brick ranch, $80's
753-0444
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath
dining room, attached twc
car garage on double lot in
Murray 502-759-8093 or
502-753-4109.
NICE starter home, 2br,
recently remodeled. North
Murray on 464. $42,500
759-9466
PRICE REDUCED- NICE
HOME!
4 bedroom, 3
bath, multi- level, 2,000sq
ft., city utilities. sunroom,
barely over $100,000. Call
today and ask for BARBARA at Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors. 502753-1498
Ext
105
MLS#4000974

1997 KAWASAKI 4 wheel
er, $4700 Nearly new.
759-9695

600

1970 FOAL, 1 ton, great
condition, trailer hook-up
with brake box. $1500
firm. 753-5638
1988 -FORD — Ranger,
$2800. books @ $3200.
Will take offers. 753-6980.
1993 GMC Sierra sport
side, 60,xxx miles sharp.
$11.500. 753-5745
1994 F150 V8 XLT. metallic
great condition,
power
everything
)11.000. 759-5937
1995 FORD Ranger. swb,
5sp good condition Call
753-5136
1996 FORD Ranger XLT,
4cyl, 5sp, 40K. $6750.
1986 Ford F15u XLT. 88K,
351, $3,900 753-9451.
1997 FORD F-155 extended cab lease truck Will
sell for pay ot, 753-5612
alter 5pm.
1999 CHEVY extende-dcab Zi 1 (1998 nooy style).
Rea, loaded $26,500 Call
759-9302 leave message

1996 COACHMEN 30
Camping Traile. EXCEL
LENT Conchtio,, $11,900
negotiable. 436-2225

1993 SEADOO XP Jet ski
Very nice and runs great
wttratler, $2500 obo 4362522
1994 LOWE 24' pontoon
and trailer, 115 Johnson
motor, radio, electric anchor, trolling motor, extra
seats $7.500. 436-5099
1995 18' BASS Buggy
Pontoon Boat and Trailer
60 Mariner, low hours, excellent condition 901-2850396
Offered
A 1 INSULATION
Is your home properly in
sulated? Utility bills too
high? Would you like to
save money next year?
Add more insulation today.
Free estimates. 753-3078.
A-1 Tree Professionals.
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8731.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up.
_ _ 436-2867.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge tnmming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Where Quality Counts
Decks, Painting, Remodeling, Repairs, etc.
No Job Too Small. 24-Hr
Emergency Service
502-492-6267
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling. Repairs. Custom Cabinets. Concrete
Work. AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ALL ELECTRICAL ALL
CARPENTRY Garages,
Additions, Restoration. 24
hour service calls. References, Licensed & Insured. Call Larry Nimmo
L&J Home Builders
753-9372 or 753-0353

ALL types of yard clean-up
& life hauling Landscaping, including path & walkway design
D.B. Lawns, Etc
767-0768 or 436-592i
ANDY Hefner- The Appliance Works Servicing major appliances. 753-2455
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands: Kenmore 30.
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER,436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
dnve-ways hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting. Insulateo concrete
fcums (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so, 1 -Difficult

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-056

1991 FORD Explorer 4X4
p/w, p/1. cruise, tilt. 4dr
good condition $6,950
753-444,,
490

LJ

Ussd Cars
1985 OLDS. p/b pi. a7L.
extra clean spare neve,
used. $950. 753-9302.
1985 OLDSMOBILE 98,
$700 obo. 489-2711.
1985 SILVER Honda Civic. Mechanically sound,
new tires, 45xxx miles on
new motor. $2500. 7591154.
1990 GRAND Am, $1500
obo. 767-0701.
1992 FORD Crown Vic,
gray, leather, loaded,
$5400. 1982 Buick LeSabre LTD, 4dr, white, great
shape, $2500. Ph 7533050. Can see @ 900
Sycamore.
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE. 4th pew p••
cruise, tilt white wtlue interior, new tires, garage
kept, serviced every 2500
miles. High mileage, but in
very
good
condition.
$4900. Call 474-8704.
1993 TOYOTA Camry LE.
4 cylinder, 40,xxx miles
$13,500 firm, white, loaded. 492-8274.
1994 HONDA Civic LX,
navy blue, 4dr. 5 speed,
power everything. 65,xxx
miles. $8,000 obo.
759-2487
1996 WHITE Toyota Camry LE, excellent condition.
$13,800. 489-2741.
1998 GRAND Phx. 6xxx
miles, life gray, with dark
gray interior, CD player.
Excellent condition, still
under warranty For more
information call 901-8474844 after 5pm.
1998 TOYOTA Camry.
sunfire red, 4dr, leather,
sunroof, spoiler, gold pack,
cd player. Will sell for pay
off 489-2753, leave message

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if vou have
been turned down before.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed. Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1-800-566-2277.
Vans
1989 FORD Aerostar extended van, p/w, p/1.
cruise, 140K, $1,900. 198-4
C,hevN. vai- ctraioht body
350, Slot /J-94)•

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You are bright-eyed and a source
of tremendous ideas. Be clear in dealing
U.S. Highway
247-9300
Mayfield
with directions; others might be scattered.
05 South
1-800474-0256
Kentucky
An exchange of information helps you see
where there might have been an unforeseen
obstacle. Use your instincts, even if you
feel you're going to extremes. Tonight:
Working late.
PERRY'S
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You gain another perspective
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
°
because ofquestions which are nearly intuiCUSTOM WOODWORKING
tive. One-to-one relating brings you more
All Types of
insight. Listen to feedback from a fnend. An
•
invitation could be too good to miss. Take
Custom Woodwo
rkings
&
an offbeat path; establish your interest in an
untried method. Tonight: Movie night
Kitchen & Bath
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Drop by and see our showroom
S. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
***** You enjoy relating to others. A
753-5940
friend could be overly serious. Your attenNI/••••imelfaili ---.4r.
.41a.-AIIIIIN. tion is very important
to him.Communication surrounds somewhat secretive information or gdssip. Be sure ofthe facts before
you act. Relating brings satisfaction. Tonight: To the library.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Charge into work and get the job
done. Your ability to understand others
Electrical Generators for
brings you new friends. A boss is stern. but
Hesidentiai, Agricultural
his demands are feasible. Have an Impordi Commercial use
tant talk with a co-worker. You gain key
Sales and Installation
information. Be easygoing with a partner.
Tonight: Where the action is!
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Creativity soars because of an
obstacle. A partner is full ofideas and helps
you see your way around problems A
relationship heats up because of your willingness to indulge another. Upgrade your
image and be ready to venture to another
level professionally Tonight: Get some
vitamins
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Web Site With 84 Used
*** A partner quashes what you think
Vehicles Listes_1,J11_%
are great plans. You could feel like another
is pushing your buttons. Stay steady. yet
www.automobilesonline.com
recognize another's limits. It might not be
his fault. Let creativity become a larger part
Online Cash Rebate
Click here — ----> DWAIN
of your life. Brainstorming produces dynamic ideas. Tonight: Be agreeable.
TAYLOR
to view a listing of
(.;Aeuroie/
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
OF
MURRAY
KY
our inventory
*** Expand your horizons. Don't limit
yourself to a select few friends and associates. A partner is unusually difficult. Plug
into work. Remember how much you have
to offer. Think carefully before making a
definitive statement.Tonight: Relax at home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Finances need your attention. You
could find an expense associated with your
daily life a bit draining. Consider changes
Start up talks. Realize there is more than
one way to handle a restriction. Make
decisions after getting more information. A
LICENSED & INSURED
child or loved one delights you. Tonight
Dinner out

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

Electrical
Standby Power

as Mired

CARPET GETTING
LOOSE?
Then get it
RE-STRETCHED
Call today for an estimate
(after 6pmj
Experienced Professionals
Jay & Mitch
•
489-6170 or 759-5339
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages. decks.
remodeling. vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592.
CUSTOM BUILT
Decks fencing carports,
garages. hardwoon floors
installed & finisheo. Affordable rates. 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septit. systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Shola
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613

DAVID $ Cleaning Services -Cleaning vinyl siding. nomes, mobile homes.
°oats brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108
DON'T let spring rains ruin
your home! Call STOCKWELL METAL ROOFING,
offering new stone- coated
steel. 753-6585.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electrical Works.
For all your electrical
needs, including TV cable
and telephone installation
15yrs experience.
436-5376

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

$100

temb Br° hers

7ree Ser ice,1

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

Tree & Stump
Removal
'mat
AA'11
21-Ir

11101
"Air

Are you an
organ &tissue
donor?
For a free brochure call

Owned 8 Operated By
Tim Lamb

SUREVVAY tree & Stamp
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
Emergency Water Remov753-5484.
TOMS WINDOWS
al, Furniture, FREE EstiAll your cleaning & PAINTmates Call Today
ING
needs. Pressure
753-5827
washing etc. Dryvit cleanPAINTING
ing. 759-3463.
BLACK'S DECORATING
WALTERS Cotif
ig
CENTER OF MURRAY , Free estimates.
GuaranKENTUCKY, INC.
teed Quality Work. LiResidential- Commercial
censed & Insured Over 20
Free Estimates
years experience Roofing,
Fully Insured
additions, vinyl siding,
Call 502--753-0839 bedecks, remodeling Call
tween 7am & 5pm. Call
753-2592.
502-759-8609 after 5pm
WOOD SATELLITE
PLUMBING
REPAIR
SALES
SERVICE All work guarAuthorized dealer for 18anteed Free estimates
inch Digital Satellite &
753-1134
Dish
PLUMBING
Network, Mon-Fri. 1-5:30.
Repairs, fast service
753-0530
436-5255

13

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional. Residential, Commercial or Industrial. 502-435-4645.

Classified

SAG!ITARIUS(No's . 22-DeL. 21)
***** sioti are a force that is hard to
stop. A child or loved one might rain on
your parade. anyway. Keep communication flowing. Be logical. A family member
offers many options Listen to his suggestions. Emphasize finances, work and what
is realistic. Tonight Treat yourself well
CAPRICORN !Dec. 22-Jan. 19 +
**** A family member tries to explain
his stand financially. Put a halt to spending.
Choose new ways of handling a money

0

matter. How you deai with another could
change.once you get feedback. Communication could overwhelm you at first. Screen
calls if need be. Tonight: Progress a personal plan.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Schedule meetings early. As you
establish limits, you make headway. A
conversation proves unusually difficult, no
matter how hard you try to make your
points. Keep communication flowing, but
don't push another too hard. Go within to
find new answers. Tonight: Take time just
for you!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might be pushing too hard to
make a money point with a boss. Be more
instinctive and less rigid. Another will respond. The afternoon proves more successful for any pleas you need to make
Your buoyant personality clearly draws
others. Tonight: Bring friends together.

* * *

Do you
have a CD

or IRA
maturing?

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%
,rn Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums. Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth for the
future. Early surrender charges apply

8 A.M.-NOON
Monday-Friday 7-5
*New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
Cooper *Free Mount and
Computer Balance

7534703

TIN"

MOUS
E TIRE
Industria
l Rd.
753-1111

FARM
BUREAU

NEW OWNER!
Keith Fain

INSURAPKI

&et Ceoto129 cler •

Ter 111
;
'
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flaa Fiberglass Handle
4ff‘c Garden Shovels
and Rakes

ACE
Round Point
or Square

•Won't Splinter or Split
-High Visibility Yellow
-Strong & Lightweight

Shovel

$I 49

4

Starting At

$215°

#70018, 1170024

#7011414, #7011273,
#7012818

A

Poly Tank Sprayers
'Rust-Free Tank
-Adjustable Nozzle
-Flexible Wand
-Carry Handle

$2699
2 Gallon

"With ACE, We're Your Complete Do-It-Yourself
Plumbing, Repair Store."

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

1-800-355-SHARE

iVr
i
t
issoa
•••11•••

BORN TODAY
Actress Tina Louise (1934), actor Leslie
Neilsen( 1922),actor Burt Reynolds(1036)

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS

LEI 4111% ttiriiilA

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

FREE to good hoine:
Black Pit Bull mix, sweet
FENCING
and very gentle. Good
Midway Fence Company.
guard dog also. Call 489Chain link, & custom wood ROOFING,
re-roofing.
privacy fences, installation wood deck, vinyl siding, 2869 or 759-1837.
and repairs at reasonable exterior painting,
and other
prices Dickie Farley
wood work. References.
759-1519
Call 502-251-3128.

Ph. or Fax 502-382-2333

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

630

HOROSCOPES

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned

Auto Loans

PAGE 7B

530

HM & Sons Mobile Home
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs Moving Service. 437-3939.
wanted. No lob too small 6168 Old Olive Rd. Hardin.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759. KY 42048.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Feb
11, 1999:
You might go from being extremely focused
to spending long periods in deep reflection
You can make money through the use ot
your gregarious tendencies. Expressing yow
essence and ideas more fully becomes a
major preoccupation. Consider taking a
communications course to enhance your
skills. You might spend money lavishly to
reach a goal. If you are single, you will be
able to create the relationship of your
dreams. If attached, you shaire,yourself on
a much deeper level than before You two
work well as a team. CAPRICORN speaks
your language.

1-800-909-9064

•••••• •
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530
Services Offend

Used Trucks

I.•••• ••••

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"

AteJE
Hardware
208 E.

Main 753-3361

••••••

•
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Sexual dysfunction plagues millions of Americans
CHICAGO(AP) — If you think
you have sexual problems, you're
not alone.
One the most comprehensive surveys in the United States in decades
found that sexual dysfunction
afflicts 43 percent of women and
31 percent of men, with problems
that include a lack of interest in
sex and the inability to have an
orgasm.
"I think it gives us a base for
explaining why we had this enormous response to Viagra," said
Dr. Edward Laumann, a University of Chicago sociologist and the
lead author of the study published
today in the Journal of the American Medical Association.
And as grim as the findings
are, the survey could offer hope
to millions, many of whom think
they're the only ones having trouble in bed, Laumann said.
"Often they don't even admit
it to their partners. It's the old
'I've got a headache' instead of
'I don't feel like having sex," he
said.
The researchers said problems
with sex are often coupled with
everything from emotional and
health problems to lack of time,
job pressures and money trouble.
But they said they aren't sure
which comes first — stress or
problems with sex.
The researchers based the findings on the 1992 National Health
and Social Life Survey, a compilation of interviews with 1,749
women and 1,410 men.
The participants, ages 18 to 59,
were asked if they had experienced sexual dysfunction over several months in the previous year.
Sexual dysfunction was defined as
a regular lack of interest in or
pain during sex or persistent problems achieving lubrication, an erection or orgasm.
Lack of interest in sex was the
most common problem for women,
with about a third saying they regularly didn't want sex. Twenty-six
percent said they regularly didn't
have orgasms and 23 percent said
sex wasn't pleasurable.
About a third of men said they
had persistent problertis with climaxing too early, while 14 percent said they had no interest in
sex and 8 percent said they consistently derived no pleasure from
sex.
Overall, 43 percent of women
and 31 percent of men said they
had one or more persistent problems with sex. Researchers had
expected the overall numbers to
be closer to maybe 20 percent for
each sex.
Researchers said those in the
survey who experienced sexual
dysfunction often were more likely to be unhappy and more likely to describe their satisfaction
with the partnership as unsatisfactory, Laumann said.
Dr. Domeena Renshaw, a Chicago-area sex therapist, said the results

versity Medical Center since 1972. including a couple who had been
In that time, she has treated wed for 23 years.
nearly 140 couples who had never
Study author Raymond Rosen,
consummated their marriages, co-director of the Center for Sex-

are not surprising, considering the
long list of couples waiting to get
into the sexual dysfunction clinic
she has run at the Loyola Uni-

ual and Marital Health at the
Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School in New Brunswick, N.J.,
said the survey provides much-

needed information about women,
who have often been excluded
from studies about sexual performance.

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

Prices Good
Feb. 10 thru
Feb. 16

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

,tosc good 70/44,
7

9ood 7ood

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B -Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

MR.a.tA

Field 11. Vac Pk, Reg. Of Thick

Owen's Best Family Pack

Miss Goidy Frying Chicken

Ground Chuck

Legs or Thighs
Italian
Sausage

Bacon
79

79!

Lb

S1 99Lb
Field Boneless Half or Whole

Field Center Cut Smoked

Pork Chops Kentuckian Ham
$239 Biscuits
Margarine
$1

9
$23
2/$1

Lb

3 Lb Bowl

59

RC, Diet Rite
Sundrop
Ginger Ale

Betty Crocker

Cake Mix
18-18.2 oz.

'
79

Flour

$539

2/$5"

99'

24 pk.

89'

Kellogg's Variety Pack 9.58 oz.
Special K 12 oz. or
Mini Wheats 24 oz.

Gold Medal

RC, Diet Rite,
Sundrop, Sunkist

2 Liter

5 Lb.

CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

LOOK FOR STYLING
AND VALUE
One way to
make
your
home beautiful is to listen
to an axiom
has
that
always been
true in interior decorating
— and that
is,
axiom
"furniture of
good design
doesn't go out of style."
If you buy furniture that's welldesigned. you'll have something that
not only looks nice now, hut also looks
good years from now.
Fortunately, furniture is one of those
things that doesn't have to go out of
style. The well-designed piece can
serve you with beauty for as long as
you have it.
Another thing to look for is furniture
that is not only well-designed, but
well-made. too. The furniture piece
that is constructed right will pay for
itself with years of use
Thus. value is a big word in furniture
today — and value includes furniture
that looks good and lasts long.
But, of course, the trick is to find furniture that really has value. It's hard
for the average person to know if a
piece of furniture is well-constructed.
and it's difficult for many people to
assess the relative design of various
pieces of furniture.
We can help you select merchandise
that has good styling and good value.
We want you to have furniture that you
like today -- and tomorrow.

Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray. KY 42071
15021753-3621

Campbell's Tomato or Chicken Noodle

Soup

2/$

105 oz

RC, Diet Rite, Sundrop,
Sunkist

12 pk. $289

Jiffy Corn

4/$1
'
69
00

8.5 oz.

Creamette Spaghetti or

Macaroni
Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast
$429
Lb

Oven's Best
Storemode

Cole Slaw
$ 1 19
Lb

2% Milk

16 oz.

Field
American

Cheese

Tomatoes
Best Yet Saltine

Beanee Weenee 7.75 oz. 3/$2
Palmolive Auto. Dish

18.2 oz. $ I 99

Muffin Mix

$ 1 19
I
1/2 gal

Van Camp

New Kellogg's Raisin Bran Crunch

Cereal

Hunt's Crushed or Peeled

Prairie Farms
100

Detergent

Crackers

16 oz.

Sparkle Single Roll

Paper Towels

50 oz

Smack Ramen

Kellogg's

Nutri Grain Bars
Best

Apple Juice
Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham

5
99'

10.4 oz.2i

64 oz

Large
Head

Noodles
Pillsbury Dinner

Breads

00

11-11.5oz.

h Ddlirk
Golden Ripe

Broccoli

99'
'
89
69'
3 oz. 8/$1
2/$300
28 oz.

Bananas

99
$2 '42? 79'

8 oz

Mushrooms
$1 19

Lb.

Dole Ready-To-Eat
Classic

Idaho Baking

0
39

Owen's Best

Owen's Famous

Red Ripe

BBQ Chicken

BBQ Pork
$499

Tomatoes

Salad
$ 1 19

Lb

1 Lb

$1 99
Lb

Lb

0
69

Potatoes

Lb

7.;

